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Abstra t

These le tures provide an introdu tion to the sign problem whi h prevents
the numeri al simulation of many important problems in both ondensed matter
and parti le physi s. In order to be self- ontained, these notes begin with a
short introdu tion to the Ising model and its numeri al simulation using the
Monte Carlo method. First, the Ising model is introdu ed and important physi al
observables are dis ussed. The phase stru ture of the Ising model in a suÆ iently
large number of spatial dimensions is investigated using mean eld theory. Then
the model is solved analyti ally in one dimension, and the 2-dimensional model
is studied using a duality transformation. A luster representation of the Ising
model is also dis ussed. In the next step the Monte Carlo method is introdu ed
and the properties of ergodi ity and detailed balan e are dis ussed. It is shown
that the Metropolis algorithm is ergodi and obeys detailed balan e. The mu h
more eÆ ient Swendsen-Wang and Wol luster algorithms are also introdu ed.
Monte Carlo simulations of latti e QCD at non-zero baryon hemi al potential
 su er from the notorious omplex a tion problem. We onsider QCD with
stati quarks oupled to a large hemi al potential. This leaves us with an SU (3)
Yang-Mills theory with a omplex a tion ontaining the Polyakov loop. Close
to the de on nement phase transition the qualitative features of this theory, in
parti ular its Z (3) symmetry properties, are aptured by the 3-d 3-state Potts
model. We solve the omplex a tion problem in the Potts model by using a luster
algorithm. The improved estimator for the -dependent part of the Boltzmann
fa tor is real and positive and is used for importan e sampling.
We also examine staggered latti e fermions in (3+ 1) dimensions with a fourfermion intera tion and Z (2) hiral symmetry. This model su ers from a severe
sign problem and annot be studied with standard fermion algorithms. We a
meron- luster algorithm whi h solves the sign problem and leads to high-pre ision
numeri al data.
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Chapter 1
Motivation

Problems in s ien e or engineering are often rather omplex and may not allow for an analyti solution with paper and pen il. In parti ular, in physi s
there are numerous important problems that annot be solved analyti ally. The
orresponding physi al systems often ontain a large number of strongly oupled degrees of freedom. Examples from lassi al physi s in lude uid dynami s
(with important pra ti al appli ations su h as weather fore ast or limate modeling), but also models from statisti al me hani s in general. Quantum physi s
also gives rise to important omplex problems. They range from quantum statisti al me hani s to quantum eld theory and in lude very hard problems like
understanding high-temperature super ondu tors (systems of strongly orrelated
ele trons) or solving Quantum Chromodynami s (QCD) | the theory of strongly
intera ting quarks and gluons.
A very interesting lass of physi s problems is des ribed by the Ising model
| a simple model of lassi al statisti al me hani s. This model des ribes a wide
variety of strongly oupled physi al systems | ranging from idealized magnets
to ertain aspe ts of the quark-gluon plasma. In one spatial dimension the Ising
model an be solved easily using analyti methods. Even in two dimensions
ertain aspe ts of the model an be understood analyti ally. In the physi ally
most relevant 3-d ase, however, analyti methods are of limited use. Numeri al
methods, on the other hand, provide a very powerful tool to solve the Ising model.
The Ising model is ideally suited to familiarize ourselves with the Monte Carlo
method of numeri al simulation. If we are in ommand of this method, we an
3

not only solve the Ising model, but a whole variety of models from both lassi al
and quantum statisti al me hani s, as well as from quantum eld theory.
Non-perturbative dense QCD an presently not be studied from rst prin iples
be ause Monte Carlo simulations of latti e QCD with non-zero baryon hemi al
potential  su er from a severe omplex a tion problem. The Boltzmann fa tor
in the path integral an then not be interpreted as a probability and standard
importan e sampling methods fail. In parti ular, when the -dependent part of
the Boltzmann fa tor is in luded in the measured observables, due to severe anellations the required statisti s is exponentially large in the spa e-time volume.
The omplex a tion problem prevents the numeri al simulation of a large lass
of interesting physi al systems in luding other eld theories at non-zero hemial potential or non-zero -va uum angle as well as some fermioni eld theories
with an odd number of avors. Another problem in the same ategory is the
so- alled fermion sign problem whi h arises for fermioni path integrals formulated in a Fo k state basis. The problem is due to paths that orrespond to an
odd permutation of fermion positions whi h ontribute negatively to the path
integral. There are numerous ondensed matter systems ranging from the repulsive Hubbard model away from half- lling to antiferromagneti quantum spin
systems in an external magneti eld that annot be simulated with standard
Monte Carlo algorithms. Meron- luster algorithms have been used to solve the
sign or omplex a tion problems in several of these ases. For example, the rst
meron- luster algorithm has led to a solution of the omplex a tion problem in
the 2-d O(3) symmetri eld theory at non-zero -va uum angle. In this model,
some of the lusters are half-instantons | thus the name meron- lusters. The
omplex a tion problem also arises in the 2-d O(3) model at non-zero hemi al
potential. Re ently, the meron- on ept has been generalized to fermions. Meronluster algorithms have led to a omplete solution of the fermion sign problem in
a variety of models in luding non-relativisti spinless fermions, relativisti staggered fermions, and some models in the Hubbard model family. Re ently, a
meron- luster algorithm has been used to solve the sign problem that arises for
quantum antiferromagnets in an external magneti eld.
In Wilson's formulation of latti e QCD the quarks are represented by Grassmann elds. When the quarks are integrated out, they leave behind a fermion
determinant that a ts as a non-lo al e e tive a tion for the gluons. At zero
hemi al potential and for an even number of avors, the fermion determinant
is real and positive and an thus be interpreted as a probability for generating
4

gluon eld on gurations. Despite the fa t that standard importan e sampling
te hniques apply, the non-lo al nature of the e e tive gluon a tion makes latti e QCD simulations with dynami al fermions still very time onsuming. With
a non-zero hemi al potential for the baryon number, the fermion determinant
be omes omplex and standard importan e sampling te hniques fail ompletely.
This is the reason why non-perturbative QCD at non-zero baryon density an
presently not be studied from rst prin iples.
It is natural to ask if a meron- luster algorithm an be used to solve the
omplex a tion problem in QCD. When one integrates out the quarks, this is
unlikely be ause the meron- on ept probably does not apply to the non-lo al
e e tive a tion for the gluons. On the other hand, when one des ribes the quarks
in a Fo k state basis, the omplex a tion problem is ompli ated by a fermion
sign problem. Here we address a simpler problem. We onsider QCD in the
limit of very heavy quarks with a large hemi al potential. Sin e these quarks
are not dynami al, the fermion permutation sign does not arise. Still, there
remains a omplex a tion problem due to the non-zero hemi al potential. In the
e e tive gluon a tion the heavy quarks manifest themselves as Polyakov loops
| i.e. as non-lo al omposite operators onstru ted from gluon elds. This nonlo ality seems more manageable than the one that arises for a general fermion
determinant. Here we aim at a omplete solution of the omplex a tion problem.
However, at the level of the e e tive gluon theory, we still annot apply a meronluster algorithm, be ause the onstru tion of eÆ ient luster algorithms for nonAbelian gauge theories seems to be impossible for Wilson's formulation of latti e
eld theory.
The 3-d Z (3)-symmetri Potts model has often been used as an approximation to QCD with stati quarks. In parti ular, the phase transition to a broken
Z (3) symmetry phase at high temperature orresponds to the rst order de onning phase transition in QCD. A term that orresponds to a hemi al potential
an also be in luded in the Potts model, expli itly breaking the Z (3) symmetry.
The rst order de on nement phase transition persists but it be omes weaker
and ultimately disappears in a riti al endpoint. This point is expe ted to be
in the universality lass of the 3-d Ising model. In prin iple, one an imagine
to derive an e e tive 3-d 3-state Potts model dire tly from QCD by integrating
out all degrees of freedom ex ept for the Z (3) phase of the Polyakov loop. However, the resulting Potts model a tion would be very ompli ated and annot be
derived in pra ti e, ex ept in the strong oupling limit. Here we approximate
QCD with heavy quarks by a 3-d Z (3)-symmetri Potts model with a standard
5

Figure 1.1:

The phase diagram in the (h; )-plane. The ordinary de on nement
phase transition at h = 0 is a triple point T from whi h a line of rst order phase
transitions emerges. This line terminates in the riti al endpoint E.

nearest neighbor intera tion. Universal features like the nature of the riti al
endpoint of the de on nement phase transition are orre tly reprodu ed in this
approximation. Figure 1.1 ontains the phase diagram of the 3-d 3-state Potts
model in the (h; )-plane. The parameter  is the standard Potts model oupling
and the parameter h represents exp( (M )) in QCD with heavy quarks of
mass M at hemi al potential  and inverse temperature . The ordinary rst
order de on nement phase transition at h = 0 (point T in g. 1) extends into
a line of rst order transitions that terminates in the riti al endpoint E . The
numeri al data for the Potts model with omplex a tion are onsistent with 3-d
Ising behavior and allow us to extra t riti al exponents.
In the absen e of a hemi al potential, the Potts model an be simulated
with the original Swendsen-Wang luster algorithm. When a hemi al potential
is introdu ed, the Potts model still su ers from the omplex a tion problem and
6

standard importan e sampling methods in luding the luster algorithm fail. An
improved estimator for the -dependent part of the Boltzmann fa tor is onstru ted by averaging analyti ally over all on gurations related to ea h other by
luster ips. In ontrast to the original Boltzmann fa tor, the improved estimator
is real and positive and an be used for importan e sampling. This solves the
omplex a tion problem ompletely.
The numeri al simulation of latti e fermions is a notoriously diÆ ult problem
whi h is the major stumbling blo k in solving QCD and other eld theories. The
standard method is to integrate out the fermions and to simulate the resulting
bosoni problem with a non-lo al a tion. In several ases of physi al interest |
for example, for QCD with an odd number of avors or with non-zero hemi al
potential | the bosoni Boltzmann fa tor may be ome negative or even omplex and an thus not be interpreted as a probability. When the sign or the
omplex phase of the Boltzmann fa tor is in luded in measured observables, the
numeri al simulation su ers from severe an ellations resulting in a sign problem.
The standard fermion algorithms are in apable of exploring su h models. As a
onsequen e, QCD is usually simulated with an even number of avors and at
zero hemi al potential. Even in the absen e of a sign problem, the simulation
of fermions is very diÆ ult. For example, latti e QCD simulations su er from
riti al slowing down when one approa hes the hiral limit of massless quarks.
In parti ular, this makes it diÆ ult to identify the universality lass of the nite
temperature QCD hiral phase transition.
Even in simple models with four-fermion intera tions the identi ation of the
riti al behavior is a non-trivial issue. A model with N fermion avors shows
mean- eld behavior in the N = 1 limit. On the other hand, at nite N one
nds the non-trivial riti al behavior that one expe ts based on standard universality arguments. For example, it has been veri ed that the hiral phase transition
in a (2+1)-d N = 4 four-fermion model with Z (2) hiral symmetry is in the universality lass of the 2-d Ising model. Due to the fermion sign problem, standard
fermion methods do not work in models with fewer than four avors.
We will apply a luster algorithm te hnique to ta kle the sign problem to a
model of staggered fermions in (3+1) dimensions. The model has two avors and
a Z (2) hiral symmetry that is spontaneously broken at low temperatures. Taking
the positive square root of the fermion determinant of a four avor model is not
appropriate, be ause the determinant of the two avor model an be negative.
Be ause of the sign problem, standard fermion algorithms fail in this ase. Our
7

meron luster algorithm is the only numeri al method available to simulate this
model. In this method we do not integrate out the fermions but des ribe them in
a Fo k state basis. The resulting bosoni model of fermion o upation numbers
intera ts lo ally, but has a non-lo al fermion permutation sign resulting from the
Pauli prin iple. Standard numeri al methods would su er from severe an ellations of positive and negative ontributions to the partition fun tion. The idea
of the meron luster algorithm is to de ompose a on guration of fermion o upation numbers into lusters whi h an be ipped independently. Under luster
ip an o upied site be omes empty and vi e versa. Clusters whose ip hange
the fermion sign are alled merons. If a on guration ontains a meron- luster,
its ontribution to the partition fun tion is an eled when the meron- luster is
ipped. The observables that we onsider get non-zero ontributions from the
zero- and two-meron se tors only. Our algorithm ensures that on gurations
with more than two merons are never generated, whi h leads to an exponential
gain in statisti s and to a omplete solution of the sign problem.
Like other luster algorithms the meron algorithm substantially redu es ritial slowing down. This allows us to work dire tly in the hiral limit. As a result,
we an study the nature of the hiral phase transition in great detail. The Z (2)
hiral symmetry is spontaneously broken at low temperatures and gets restored in
the high-temperature phase. As expe ted, the system lose to the nite temperature riti al point is in the universality lass of the 3-d Ising model. We verify this
in a high-pre ision nite-size s aling investigation of the hiral sus eptibility.
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Chapter 2
The Ising Model

The Ising model is one of the simplest models in lassi al statisti al me hani s
and still it is appli able to a wide variety of physi al systems. It des ribes idealized magnets, the mixing of uids, riti al opales en e in boiling water at high
pressure, and even spe ial features of the quark-gluon plasma that lled the early
Universe.

2.1 De nition and Basi Properties
Let us onsider the simplest lassi al spin model | the so- alled Ising model. Here
the word spin does not mean that we deal with quantized angular momenta. All
we do is work with lassi al spin variables that take values sx = 1. The Ising
spins are lo ated on the sites of a d-dimensional spatial ubi latti e. The Ising
model is hara terized by its lassi al Hamilton fun tion (not a quantum Hamilton
operator) whi h simply spe i es the energy of any on guration of spins. The
Ising Hamilton fun tion in ludes a sum of nearest neighbor ontributions
X
X
H[s℄ = J sxsy B sx;
(2.1.1)
hxyi

x

with a ferromagneti oupling onstant J > 0 that favors parallel spins, plus a
oupling to an external magneti eld B . The lassi al partition fun tion of this
9

system is given by
Z

=

X
[s ℄

exp( H[s℄) =

Y X
x sx =1

exp( H[s℄):

(2.1.2)

The sum over all spin on gurations orresponds to an independent summation
over all possible orientations of individual spins. Thermal averages are omputed
by inserting appropriate observables O[s℄. For example, the magnetization is
given by
X
M[s℄ = sx;
(2.1.3)
x
and its thermal expe tation value is given by
X
(2.1.4)
hMi = Z1 M[s℄ exp( H[s℄) = (logBZ) :
[s℄
The magneti sus eptibility is de ned as
1  2 log Z ;
1
(2.1.5)
 = d (hM2 i hMi2 ) = d
L
L  ( B )2
where Ld is the spatial volume. Similarly, the spin orrelation fun tion is de ned
as
X
hs s i = 1 s s exp( H[s℄):
(2.1.6)
x y

Z [s℄

x y

At large distan es the so- alled onne ted spin orrelation fun tion typi ally deays exponentially
hsxsy i = hsxsy i hsxihsy i  exp( jx yj= );
(2.1.7)
where  is the orrelation length. The sus eptibility is the onne ted orrelation
fun tion summed over all pairs of points x and y, i.e.
1 Xh s s i :
(2.1.8)
=
Ld

x;y

x y

At general temperatures the orrelation length is typi ally just a few latti e
spa ings. When one models real materials the Ising model would generally be
a great over-simpli ation, be ause real magnets, for example, not only have
nearest-neighbor ouplings. Still, the details of the Hamilton fun tion at the s ale
10

of the latti e spa ing are not always important. There is a riti al temperature T
at whi h  diverges and universal behavior arises. At this temperature a se ond
order phase transition o urs. Then the details of the model at the s ale of the
latti e spa ing are irrelevant for the long-range physi s that takes pla e at the
s ale of  . In fa t, at their riti al temperatures real materials behave just like
the simple Ising model. This is why the Ising model is so interesting. It is just
a very simple member of a large universality lass of di erent models, whi h all
share the same riti al behavior. This does not mean that they have the same
values of their riti al temperatures. However, their orrelation lengths diverge
at the riti al temperature with the same exponent  , i.e.
 / jT T j  ;
(2.1.9)
their magnetizations go to zero at the riti al temperature with the same exponent
hMi / jT T j ; T  T ;
(2.1.10)
and their sus eptibilities diverge with the same exponent
 / jT T j ;
(2.1.11)
i.e. the riti al exponents  , , and are identi al for di erent systems in the
same universality lass.

2.2 Mean Field Theory
Understanding riti al behavior is a highly nontrivial issue. For example, there
is no generally appli able analyti method that allows us to determine riti al
exponents exa tly. An ex eption are theories in one or two dimensions. As we
will see, in 1-d the Ising model an be solved easily. In 2-d a ertain symmetry
| onformal symmetry | allows exa t al ulations. In the 3-d ase the soalled -expansion at least provides a systemati expansion whose onvergen e
is, however, not always guaranteed. In the next hapter we will learn about the
Monte Carlo method whi h provides an alternative numeri al tool to understand
riti al phenomena. To illustrate riti al behavior we want to use an approximate
method | mean eld theory. Its results be ome exa t in the limit of in nitely
many dimensions, but should not be trusted quantitatively in the physi ally most
relevant ase d = 3. The idea behind mean eld theory is to assume that a spin sx
11

that intera ts with its u tuating nearest neighbors sy an simply be oupled to
a onstant averaged mean value hsim for the spin. The mean eld approximation
to the Hamilton fun tion takes the form
X
X
X
Hm[s℄ = J sxdhsim B sx = Be sx;
(2.2.1)
x

where

x

x

= B + dJ hsim;
(2.2.2)
is an e e tive magneti eld a ting on the spin sx. In the full theory the magneti
eld generated by the neighboring spins u tuates with the values of the spins
sy . In mean eld theory one negle ts these u tuations and treats the magneti
eld as an averaged onstant.
In the mean eld approximation the partition fun tion an now be evaluated
easily
X
X
Y X
exp( Be sx)
Zm =
exp( Hm[s℄) =
Be

[s ℄

= [

X

sx0 =1

exp(

x sx =1
V

Be sx0 )℄

= [2 osh(

x

Be

)℄V ;

(2.2.3)

where x0 is any arbitrarily hosen latti e point and V = Ld is the volume (the
total number of latti e sites). The fa tor d is just the number of bonds per spin
in d dimensions. Sin e Be depends on the mean eld value of the spin hsim the
al ulation is not yet omplete. The next step is to determine the average spin
from a onsisten y ondition. In mean eld theory we have
X
hsi = 1 s exp( H [s℄)
m

Zm [s℄

x0

m

X
= Z1 [
sx exp( Be sx )℄[2 osh( Be )℄V 1
m s =1
= tanh( Be ) = tanh( (B + dJ hsim)):
(2.2.4)
This is the onsisten y ondition for hsim.
Next we assume that the external magneti eld is swit hed o , i.e. B = 0.
Then the onsisten y ondition takes the form
hsim = tanh( dJ hsim):
(2.2.5)
0

0

x0

12

For d J < 1 this has only the trivial solution hsim = 0. However, for d J > 1
there is, in addition, a solution with hsim 6= 0. This solution des ribes spontaneous symmetry breaking: without any bias by an external magneti eld, the
spins de ide olle tively to point in a ommon dire tion. The nontrivial solution
appears at a riti al temperature T that is given by
d J

=1 )

T

:
= dJ
k
B

(2.2.6)

Above this temperature the spin system is in the so- alled symmetri (or unbroken) phase with hsim = 0, while for T < T the system is in the broken (or
ordered) phase in whi h spontaneous symmetry breaking o urs and hsim 6= 0.
The two phases are separated by a phase transition. The value of the average
spin determines if the system is in the unbroken or in the ordered phase. Hen e,
hsi is known as an order parameter.
It remains to be shown that the nontrivial solution is indeed physi ally realized. For that purpose we ompare the free energies of the two phases. In the
symmetri phase we have Be = 0 and hen e
Zm = [2 osh( Be )℄V = 2V = exp( Fs );
(2.2.7)
In the broken phase, on the other hand, we have jBe j > 0 and hen e
exp( Fb) > exp( Fs) ) Fb < Fs:
(2.2.8)
Sin e the free energy of the broken phase is smaller than the one of the symmetri
phase, the broken phase is thermodynami ally stable for T < T .
Next we ompute the average spin (magnetization per latti e site) for temperatures below but lose to T . Expanding the onsisten y ondition for small
hsim
hsim = tanh( dJ hsim)  dJ hsim 31 ( dJ hsim)3;
(2.2.9)
one obtains
q
q
(2.2.10)
dJ hsim = 3( dJ 1) ) hsim / T T = jT T j :
Here is the riti al exponent introdu ed before. Its mean eld value = 1=2 is
not exa t. Sin e the order parameter goes to zero ontinuously at T , the phase
transition is of se ond order.
13

At a rst order phase transition, on the other hand, the order parameter makes
a dis ontinuous jump. The Ising model undergoes a rst order phase transition at
T < T when on hanges the external magneti eld B from positive to negative
values. At B = 0 the magnetization hanges abruptly from +hsim to hsim .

2.3 Exa t Results for the 1-d Ising Model
Mean eld theory ni ely illustrates the qualitative behavior of the Ising model
but it yields only approximate results. In this se tion we will derive some exa t
results for the Ising model in one dimension. The 1-d Ising model is easy to solve
analyti ally. Its partition fun tion (for B = 0) is given by
X
Y X
exp( J sxsy ):
(2.3.1)
Z=
x sx =1

hxyi

We onsider a latti e with L sites and with periodi boundary onditions (i.e.
sx+L = sx ). Introdu ing bond variables
bhxyi = sx sy = 1;
(2.3.2)
the partition fun tion an be rewritten as
Y X
X
Z=2
exp( J bhxyi )ÆQ b ;1:
(2.3.3)
hxyi b

The onstraint

hxy i

=1

hxyi

Y

bhxyi = 1;
hxyi
ker Æ-fun tion is a

hxy i

hxy i

(2.3.4)

that is enfor ed by the Krone
onsequen e of periodi boundary
onditions. The Æ-fun tion an be rewritten as
1 X ( Y b )m :
ÆQ b ;1 =
(2.3.5)
hxyi
2
hxy i

hxy i

m=0;1 hxyi

Hen e, the partition fun tion takes the form
X Y X
Z=
exp( Jbhxyi )bmhxyi = f[2 osh( J )℄L +[2 sinh( J )℄Lg: (2.3.6)
m=0;1 hxyi bhxyi =1
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This exa t results is not identi al with the mean eld result of eq.(2.2.3).
Let us also ompute the orrelation fun tion hsxsy i. For this purpose we write
the spin orrelation as a string of bond variables
Y
sx sy =
bhwzi :
(2.3.7)
hwzi

The produ t extends over all bonds hwzi onne ting the points x and y. The
orrelation fun tion is then given by
X Y X Y
hs s i = 1
b exp( Jb )bm
x y

Z m=0;1 hxyi b

hxy i

=1 hwzi

hwzi

hxyi hxyi

= Z1 f[2 osh( J )℄L n[2 sinh( J )℄n
+ [2 sinh( J )℄L n[2 osh( J )℄ng:
Here n = jx yj is the distan e between the points x and y.
The sus eptibility is now obtained from
1 Xh s s i
 =
L

x;y

(2.3.8)

x y

LX1 1
f[2 osh( J )℄L n[2 sinh( J )℄n
=
Z
n=0
+ [2 sinh( J )℄L n[2 osh( J )℄ng:
(2.3.9)
Applying the formula for an in omplete geometri series
LX1
1 xL
xn =
(2.3.10)
1 x
n=0
for x = tanh( J ) as well as x = oth( J ) one obtains
L
L
1
tanh
(
J)
oth
( J)g
L1
L1
 =
f
[2
osh(
J )℄
+
[2
sinh(
J )℄
Z
1 tanh( J )
1 oth( J )
L
( J ) exp(2 J ):
(2.3.11)
= 11 + tanh
L
tanh ( J )
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2.4 Exa t Results for the 2-d Ising Model
Next we onsider the 2-d Ising model. In that ase the bond variables around an
elementary latti e square with four sites w, x, y, and z satisfy the onstraint
bhwxi bhxyi bhyzi bhzwi = 1:
(2.4.1)
For ea h latti e square we introdu e a variable m2 that implements this onstraint
via
1 X (b b b b )m2 :
(2.4.2)
Æb b b b ;1 =
2 m2 =0;1 hwxi hxyi hyzi hzwi
We now introdu e the dual latti e with sites x~ at the enters of the squares 2.
The variable m2 an then be interpreted as a spin variable,
sx~ = 1 2m2 = 1;
(2.4.3)
on the dual latti e. Summing over the bond variable bhxyi on the original latti e
then indu es an intera tion between the dual spins sx~ and sy~ at the enters of the
two squares 2x~ and 2y~ that share the bond hxyi. We have
X
(2.4.4)
exp( Jbhxyi )bmhxy2i +m2 = exp( ~h~ (sx~ ; sy~)):
hwxi hxy i hyz i hzwi

x
~

y
~

bhxyi =1

whi h de nes a Hamilton fun tion
~ [s℄ = X h~ (sx~ ; sy~):
H
hx~y~i

One obtains

(2.4.5)

exp( ~h~ (1; 1)) = exp( ~h~ ( 1; 1)) = 2 osh( J );
exp( ~h~ (1; 1)) = exp( ~h~ ( 1; 1)) = 2 sinh( J );
(2.4.6)
In the original Ising model the ratio of the two Boltzmann fa tors was
exp( h(1; 1))= exp( h(1; 1)) = exp( 2 J ):
(2.4.7)
Similarly, the ratio of the two dual Boltzmann fa tors is
exp( ~h~ (1; 1))= exp( ~h~ (1; 1)) = tanh( J ) = exp( 2 ~J~):
(2.4.8)
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This equation determines the oupling onstant J~ of a dual Ising model. When
the original Ising model is in the high-temperature phase ( J small) the dual
Ising model is in the low-temperature phase ( ~J~ large) and vi e versa. The
exa t riti al temperature T = 1=kB of the 2-d Ising model follows from the
self-duality ondition
tanh( J ) = exp( 2 J );
(2.4.9)
whi h again is not identi al with the mean eld result of eq.(2.2.6).

2.5 Cluster Representation
In this se tion we will rewrite the Ising model in terms of spin and bond variables.
Parallel spins onne ted by a tivated bonds form orrelated lusters, while spins
in di erent lusters are un orrelated. The sus eptibility an be expressed in terms
of the luster sizes. The luster representation of the Ising model gives rise to an
extremely eÆ ient Monte Carlo algorithm | the so- alled luster algorithm.
We begin by introdu ing bond variables bhxyi = 0; 1 whi h are di erent from
the ones introdu ed before. An a tivated bond has bhxyi = 1 while a dea tivated
bond has bhxyi = 0. We an now write
X
exp( h(sx; sy )) =
exp( h(sx; sy ; bhxyi ));
(2.5.1)
bhxyi =0;1

with
exp( h(s; s; 1)) = exp( J ) exp( J );
exp( h(s; s; 0)) = exp( J );
exp( h(s; s; 1)) = 0;
exp( h(s; s; 0)) = exp( J );
(2.5.2)
for s = 1, su h that indeed
exp( h(s; s)) = exp( J )
= exp( h(s; s; 1)) + exp( h(s; s; 0));
exp( h(s; s)) = exp( J )
= exp( h(s; s; 1)) + exp( h(s; s; 0)): (2.5.3)
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Note that a bond an be a tivated only if the two onne ted spins are parallel.
It should also be noted that the Boltzmann weight of a dea tivated bond is
independent of the spin on guration, i.e.
exp( h(1; 1; 0)) = exp( h(1; 1; 0)) =
exp( h( 1; 1; 0)) = exp( h( 1; 1; 0)) = exp( J ): (2.5.4)
This implies that the spin on guration de omposes into lusters of parallel spins.
The spins onne ted by a tivated bonds belong to the same luster. Spins in the
same luster are hen e parallel, while spins in di erent lusters are un orrelated.
It should be noted that spins ompletely un onne ted to other spins form a luster
by themselves. In this way, ea h spin belongs to exa tly one luster.
The luster de omposition of a spin on guration has interesting onsequen es.
In parti ular, when all spins of a given luster are ipped, the Boltzmann weight
of the spin and bond on guration remains the same. This means that there are
2N equally probable on gurations, whi h are obtained by independently ipping all NC lusters in the on guration. From this fa t one an derive a luster
representation of the sus eptibility. First, the total magnetization is a sum of
luster magnetizations
X
X
M[s℄ = sx = MC ;
(2.5.5)
x
C
where the luster magnetization is given by
X
MC = sx:
(2.5.6)
C

x2C

In a nite volume the average magnetization always vanishes (even in the broken
phase), i.e.
X
hMi = h MC i = 0;
(2.5.7)
C
sin e ea h luster of spins an be ipped whi h leads to a hange of sign of the
magnetization. Similarly, the sus eptibility an be expressed as
1
1 X
 = d hM2 i = d h( MC )2 i
L
L C
X
X
(2.5.8)
= 1 h M M i = 1 h M2 i:
Ld

C1 ;C2

C1

C2

Ld

C

C

In the last step we have used the fa t that two di erent lusters C1 and C2 are
un orrelated, i.e. MC MC averages to zero under luster ip. Consequently,
1

2
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only the square of the magnetization of the individual lusters M2C determines
the sus eptibility. Sin e all spins of a luster are parallel, up to a sign the luster
magnetization is given by the luster size jC j, i.e.
X
MC = jC j = 
1:
(2.5.9)
x2C

Hen e, the sus eptibility an also be written as
1 X
 = h j C j 2 i:
Ld

C

(2.5.10)

This shows that the luster size is dire tly related to a physi al quantity. In this
sense the lusters are indeed physi al obje ts.
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Chapter 3
The Monte Carlo Method

A powerful numeri al te hnique to solve problems in statisti al me hani s is the
so- alled Monte Carlo method. The idea is to ompute expe tation values by
generating spin on gurations numeri ally. Of ourse, the partition fun tion is an
extremely large sum, su h that doing it with numeri al brute for e is ompletely
hopeless. In the Monte Carlo method predominantly those spin on gurations
are generated that have the largest ontribution to the partition fun tion. In fa t,
the Boltzmann fa tor exp( H[s℄) is used as the probability to generate the spin
on guration [s℄.

3.1 The Con ept of a Markov Chain
In a Monte Carlo simulation one generates a sequen e of spin on gurations
[s(1) ℄ ! [s(2) ℄ ! ::: ! [s(N ) ℄;
(3.1.1)
whi h form a so- alled Markov hain, by applying an algorithm that turns the
on guration [s(i) ℄ into [s(i+1) ℄. The initial on guration [s(1) ℄ is either pi ked at
random or sele ted otherwise. Ultimately, nothing should depend on this hoi e.
After a (possibly large) number M of Monte Carlo iterations (appli ations of
the algorithm) an equilibrium is rea hed, and the system has forgotten about
the initial on gurations. Only the on gurations generated after equilibration
are used in the a tual al ulation. To estimate the expe tation value of some
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observable one averages its values over all on gurations of the Monte Carlo
sample
N
1 X
O[s(i) ℄:
(3.1.2)
hOi = Nlim
!1 N M i=M +1
In the limit N ! 1 the al ulation be omes exa t. At nitepN M one makes a
al ulable statisti al error that de reases in proportion to 1= N M 1. Hen e,
to in rease the numeri al a ura y by a fa tor of two one must run the Monte
Carlo algorithm four times as long. The Boltzmann fa tor exp( H[s℄) is not
expli itly in luded in the above sum. It is impli itly in luded, be ause the ongurations in the Markov hain o ur with probability exp( H[s℄).

3.2 Ergodi ity and Detailed Balan e
To demonstrate that a parti ular Monte Carlo algorithm onverges to the orre t
equilibrium distribution it is suÆ ient to show that it is ergodi and obeys detailed
balan e. Ergodi ity means that starting from an arbitrary initial on guration
the algorithm an in prin iple rea h any other spin on guration. This ondition
is obviously ne essary, be ause the orre t value for the expe tation value an be
obtained only if all spin on gurations are in luded. Detailed balan e means that
exp( H[s℄)w[s; s0℄ = exp( H[s0 ℄)w[s0; s℄:
(3.2.1)
Here w[s; s0℄ is the transition probability for the algorithm to turn the on guration [s℄ into [s0℄. A Monte Carlo algorithm is ompletely hara terized by the
orresponding w[s; s0℄. Sin e the algorithm de nitely generates a new on guration the proper normalization is
X
w[s; s0℄ = 1:
(3.2.2)
[s ℄
0

When the Monte Carlo algorithm onverges to an equilibrium distribution p[s℄ of
spin on gurations, this distribution is an eigenve tor of w[s; s0℄ with eigenvalue
1
X
p[s℄w[s; s0 ℄ = p[s0 ℄:
(3.2.3)
[s℄

Now we want to show that the anoni al Boltzmann distribution
p[s℄ = exp( H[s℄)
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(3.2.4)

is indeed an eigenve tor of w[s; s0℄ if the algorithm obeys detailed balan e. We
nd
X
X
exp( H[s℄)w[s; s0℄ = exp( H[s0 ℄)w[s0; s℄
[s ℄

[s℄

X

= exp( H[s0℄) w[s0; s℄
[s℄
0
= exp( H[s ℄):
(3.2.5)
Assuming ergodi ity one an show that only one eigenve tor with eigenvalue 1
exists, and that the equilibrium distribution is therefore unique.

3.3 The Metropolis Algorithm
A simple example of an algorithm that is ergodi and obeys detailed balan e is
the so- alled Metropolis algorithm. In this algorithm a new on guration [s0℄ is
randomly hosen based on the old on guration [s℄. If the energy of the new
on guration is smaller than the energy of the old on guration, the new on guration is a epted, i.e.
H[s0℄ < H[s℄ ) w[s; s0℄ = 1:
(3.3.1)
On the other hand, if the new energy is larger, the new on guration is a epted
only with a ertain probability, i.e.
H[s0℄ > H[s℄ ) w[s; s0℄ = exp( (H[s0 ℄ H[s℄)):
(3.3.2)
Otherwise the old on guration is kept. This algorithm obeys detailed balan e.
Let us onsider two on gurations [s℄ and [s0℄. We an assume that H[s0℄ <
H[s℄ su h that w[s; s0℄ = 1. Then of ourse, H[s℄ > H[s0 ℄ su h that w[s0; s℄ =
exp( (H[s℄ H[s0 ℄)), and hen e
exp( H[s℄)w[s; s0℄ = exp( H[s℄)
= exp( H[s0 ℄) exp( (H[s℄ H[s0℄))
= exp( H[s0 ℄)w[s0; s℄:
(3.3.3)
We still need to spe ify how a new on guration is proposed. In the Ising
model one visits the spins one by one and proposes to ip them. The resulting
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hange of the energy is al ulated by investigating the neighboring spins. Then
following the Metropolis algorithm, it is de ided if a given spin is ipped or not.
When all spins on the latti e have been updated in this way one has ompleted
one Metropolis sweep. It is obvious that any spin on guration an, at least in
prin iple, be rea hed in this way, i.e. the Metropolis algorithm is indeed ergodi .
A typi al Monte Carlo simulation onsists of a large number of sweeps, say 1
million, for example.

3.4 Error Analysis
Sin e any pra ti al Monte Carlo simulation has a nite length, the results are not
exa t but are a e ted by statisti al errors. Hen e, an important part of every
Monte Carlo al ulation is the error analysis. An ideal Monte Carlo algorithm
(whi h doesn't exist in pra ti e) would generate a Markov hain of statisti ally
independent on gurations. If the Monte Carlo data for an observable O are
Gaussian distributed, the standard deviation from their average (i.e. their statisti al error) is given by
O = pN 1M 1 h(O hOi)2i = pN 1M 1 (hO2i hOi2): (3.4.1)
In order to redu e the statisti al error by a fa tor of two, the number of independent equilibrated on gurations N M must hen e be in reased by a fa tor of
four.
Pra ti al Monte Carlo algorithms (like the Metropolis algorithm) are not ideal,
i.e. they do not generate statisti ally independent on gurations. In parti ular,
the Metropolis algorithm is rather simple, but not very eÆ ient. Sin e the new
on guration is generated from the previous on guration in the Markov hain,
subsequent on gurations are orrelated. This implies that the a tual statisti al
error is larger than the above naive estimate of the standard deviation. In order
to dete t the auto orrelation of the Monte Carlo data it is useful to bin these
data. For this purpose one averages a number Nb of subsequent measurements
and treats this average as a statisti ally independent result. One then omputes
the standard deviation based on the (N M )=Nb statisti ally independent averages. Of ourse, if the bin size Nb is too small, the averages are still orrelated
and the orresponding standard deviation still underestimates the true statisti al
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error. When one in reases the bin size Nb, the orresponding standard deviation in reases until subsequent bin averages are indeed statisti ally independent.
On e the standard deviation has rea hed a plateau (by in reasing Nb ), one has
obtained a reliable estimate of the true statisti al error.
In order to estimate the number  of Monte Carlo iterations that separate
statisti ally independent spin on guration, it is also useful to determine the
auto orrelation fun tion of some observable O
N
Xt
1
hO(i)O(i+t) i = Nlim
O[s(i) ℄O[s(i+t) ℄ / exp( t= ): (3.4.2)
!1 N M t
i=M +1

The auto orrelation time  of the Metropolis algorithm a tually in reases when
one approa hes a se ond order phase transition. At a se ond order phase transition the orrelation length  diverges. One nds so- alled riti al slowing down
 / z;
(3.4.3)
where z is a dynami al riti al exponent hara terizing the eÆ ien y of a Monte
Carlo algorithm. For the Metropolis algorithm one nds z  2, whi h leads to
a very bad riti al slowing down behavior. This is a good motivation to turn to
the mu h more eÆ ient luster algorithms whi h an rea h z  0.

3.5 The Swendsen-Wang Cluster Algorithm
The Swendsen-Wang luster algorithm is a Monte Carlo method based on the
luster representation of the Ising model, i.e. it operates on both spins and bonds.
First, an initial spin on guration is sele ted. Then ea h bond is a tivated or
dea tivated, depending on the orientation of the adja ent spins. If the two spins
onne ted by the bond are antiparallel the bond is dea tivated. On the other
hand, if the two spins are parallel the bond an be a tivated or dea tivated. The
orresponding Boltzmann weights are given by
exp( h(s; s; 1)) = exp( J ) exp( J );
exp( h(s; s; 0)) = exp( J );
(3.5.1)
where s = 1. Hen e, the probability for a tivating the bond is
exp( h(s; s; 1))
p=
(3.5.2)
exp( h(s; s; 1)) + exp( h(s; s; 0)) = 1 exp( 2 J ):
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On e ea h bond is a tivated or dea tivated, one identi es the lusters of sites
onne ted by a tivated bonds. By onstru tion all spins in a ommon luster are
parallel. Ea h luster is ipped (i.e. all spins in the luster hange sign) with 50
per ent probability. This ompletes one sweep of the luster algorithm. Then the
pro edure is repeated, i.e. the bonds are updated again.
As a bene t of the luster algorithm we an make use of the luster representation of the sus eptibility
1 X
 = h jC j2 i
(3.5.3)
Ld

C

in order to obtain a so- alled improved estimator. Instead of measuring just
M[s℄2 for the given spin on guration, we sum the squares of all luster sizes jC j.
E e tively, this in reases the statisti s by a fa tor 2N , where NC is the number
of lusters in the on guration.
Let us rst show that the luster algorithm is ergodi . There is a nite (although perhaps very small) probability that no bonds are a tivated. Then ea h
spin forms its own luster. By ipping these individual spin lusters one an
obviously rea h any possible spin on guration.
We still need to show that the luster algorithm obeys detailed balan e, i.e.
exp( H[s℄)w[s; s0℄ = exp( H[s0 ℄)w[s0; s℄:
(3.5.4)
It is suÆ ient to onsider just one pair of neighboring spins. If the two spins are
antiparallel they ne essarily belong to di erent lusters. After luster ip they
will be parallel with 50 per ent probability. In the next sweep the bond between
them will then be a tivated with probability p and dea tivated with probability
(1 p). The probability to turn ba k into the original antiparallel on guration
is then 21 (1 p). The orresponding detailed balan e relation then takes the form
exp( h(s; s)) 21 = exp( h(s; s)) 12 (1 p) )
(3.5.5)
exp( J ) 12 = exp( J ) 12 exp( 2 J );
whi h is indeed satis ed. With the other 50 per ent probability the originally
antiparallel spins will remain antiparallel. In that ase, the bond between them
annot be a tivated and thus with 50 per ent probability we return to the original
on guration. Detailed balan e is then trivially satis ed. Finally, let us assume
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that the two spins are originally parallel. Then we need to distinguish between
two ases. First, we assume that the two spins are already indire tly onne ted
through other a tivated bonds. In that ase, it is irrelevant if the dire t bond
between them is a tivated or not. The two spins remain parallel and detailed
balan e is trivially satis ed. Next, we assume that the two parallel spins are not
indire tly onne ted by a tivated bonds. Then the dire t bond between them
is a tivated with probability p and the spins remain parallel. With probability
(1 p) the bond is dea tivated and the spins remain parallel only with 50 per ent
probability. Again, detailed balan e is then trivially satis ed. With the other 50
per ent probability the two spins will be ome antiparallel. Then they annot be
bound by an a tivated bond and they return into the parallel on guration with
50 per ent probability. The detailed balan e relation then again takes the form
exp( h(s; s)) 21 (1 p) = exp( h(s; s)) 12 )
exp( J ) 12 exp( 2 J ) = exp( J ) 21 :
(3.5.6)
Thus, in all ases detailed balan e is indeed satis ed.

3.6 The Wol Cluster Algorithm
The Wol luster algorithm is an interesting (and sometimes even more eÆ ient)
variant of the Swendsen-Wang algorithm. The Swendsen-Wang algorithm is a
multi- luster algorithm, i.e. all lusters in a on guration are identi ed and on
average half of them are ipped. The Wol luster algorithm, on the other hand,
is a single- luster algorithm, i.e. a site is sele ted at random and only the one
luster atta hed to this site is identi ed in this on guration. In ontrast to the
Swendsen-Wang algorithm, the single luster is then ipped with 100 per ent
probability. In this ase, no e ort is wasted for identifying lusters whi h are
then not ipped. After the single luster is ipped, a new bond on guration is
generated and the whole pro edure is repeated.
As for the Swendsen-Wang algorithm, for the Wol luster algorithm one an
also onstru t an improved estimator for the sus eptibility. While in the multiluster algorithm all lusters ontribute jC j2 to the sus eptibility, in the singleluster algorithm the luster is sele ted with a probability jC j=Ld (proportional
to its size jC j). Hen e, bigger lusters are sele ted more frequently than smaller
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ones and one must orre t for this bias. Hen e, in the single- luster algorithm
the improved estimator for the sus eptibility takes the form
1
Ld
 = d hjC j2 i = hjC ji:
(3.6.1)
L
jC j
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Chapter 4
The Complex A tion Problem in
Dense QCD

In this hapter we investigate the omplex a tion problem in the Potts model
approximation to dense QCD. While it is presently impossible to simulate QCD
at non-zero quark hemi al potential due to a severe omplex a tion problem, in
the Potts model approximation the omplex a tion problem an be solved using
a luster algorithm.

4.1 QCD with Heavy Quarks and the 3-d 3State Potts Model
The partition fun tion for a pure SU (3) Yang-Mills theory is given by
Z
Z = DA exp( S [A℄);
(4.1.1)
where
Z Z
1
S [A℄ =
dt d3 x 2 Tr[F F ℄;
(4.1.2)
2g
0
is the Eu lidean a tion for the gluons and is the inverse temperature. The
a tion is invariant under gauge transformations
g (~x; 0) = g (~x; )z;
(4.1.3)
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that are periodi in Eu lidean time up to an element z of the enter Z (3) =
fexp(2in=3); n = 1; 2; 3g of the non-Abelian gauge group. In the presen e of a
single external heavy quark of bare mass M at an undetermined position ~x the
partition fun tion turns into
Z
ZQ = DA [A℄ exp( S [A℄) exp( M );
(4.1.4)
where
Z
Z
3
(4.1.5)
[A℄ = d x Tr[P exp( 0 dt A4(~x; t))℄;
is the spatial integral of the Polyakov loop. Ultimately, the mass M will be sent
to in nity. Note that while the enter transformation of eq.(4.1.3) leaves the pure
gluon a tion S [gA℄ = S [A℄ invariant, the Polyakov loop transforms into
[gA℄ = z[A℄:
(4.1.6)
This shows that in the presen e of the external quark, the Z (3) symmetry is
expli itly broken. The partition fun tion for a system of gluons in the presen e
of a single heavy anti-quark is given by
Z
(4.1.7)
ZQ = DA [A℄ exp( S [A℄) exp( M );
where  denotes omplex onjugation. Let us now onsider a system of gluons in
a ba kground of n stati quarks and n stati anti-quarks. The partition fun tion
then takes the form
Z
1
1
Zn;n = DA [A℄n ([A℄ )n exp( S [A℄) exp( M (n + n )):
(4.1.8)
n!
n !
The fa tors n! and n ! appear be ause quarks as well as anti-quarks are indistinguishable. Introdu ing the quark hemi al potential  that ouples to the baryon
number B = (n n )=3 we obtain the grand anoni al partition fun tion
X
Zn;n exp( (n n ))
Z ( ) =
n;n
XZ
DA n1! [A℄n n1! ([A℄ )n
=
n;n
 exp(
Z S [A℄ n(M ) n (M + ))
= DA exp( S [A℄)
 exp(exp( (M ))[A℄ + exp( (M + ))[A℄ ):
(4.1.9)
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As expe ted, the presen e of quarks and anti-quarks leads to an expli it breaking of the Z (3) enter symmetry. Furthermore, in the presen e of a non-zero
hemi al potential the e e tive a tion for the gluons is omplex. Note that in
the SU (2) ase the a tion remains real be ause then the Polyakov loop itself is
real, i.e. [A℄ = [A℄. The a tion be omes real even in the SU (3) ase if  is
purely imaginary. Furthermore, one an see that the hemi al potential expli itly
breaks the harge onjugation symmetry that repla es [A℄ by [A℄ . In fa t,
under harge onjugation the a tion turns into its omplex onjugate. We have
assumed that the quarks are stati . Hen e, to be onsistent we must onsider the
limit M ! 1. In order to obtain a non-trivial result, we simultaneously take
the limit  ! 1 su h that M  remains nite. The partition fun tion then
simpli es to
Z ( ) =

Z

DA exp( S [A℄ + exp( (M

))[A℄):

(4.1.10)

Up to this point we have treated QCD onsistently in the stati quark limit.
The resulting e e tive a tion for the gluons is omplex and we presently don't
know how to simulate it eÆ iently. For that reason we now repla e the gluon
system by a simple 3-d latti e 3-state Potts model. The Potts spins x 2 Z (3)
repla e the original Polyakov loop variables and the partition fun tion turns into
Z (h) =

Z

X

D exp( S [℄ + h x );
x

(4.1.11)

where h repla es exp( (M )). Note that the Potts model a tion is still
omplex. In prin iple, one an imagine to integrate out all QCD degrees of
freedom ex ept for the Z (3) phase of the Polyakov loop and thus derive an e e tive
Potts model a tion dire tly from QCD. In pra ti e this is impossible, ex ept in
the strong oupling limit. For simpli ity, we therefore repla e the pure gluon
a tion S [A℄ by a standard nearest-neighbor Potts model intera tion
X
(4.1.12)
S [℄ =  Æ ; :
x;i

x

x+^
i

The oupling onstant  is not dire tly related to the parameters of QCD. Still,
a large value of  orresponds qualitatively to the high-temperature de on ned
phase, while small  values orrespond to the on ned phase. As mentioned in the
introdu tion, the Potts model also retains the general features of the QCD phase
diagram. At h = 0 (M in nite,  nite) there is a rst-order phase transition
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as a fun tion of , between the disordered ( on ned) phase that respe ts the
Z (3) symmetry and the ordered (de on ned) phase that spontaneously breaks it.
An order parameter for this transition is hi. As h rises from zero, the hemi al
potential term expli itly breaks the Z (3) symmetry, the phase transition weakens,
and then ends at a riti al point. Correspondingly, in heavy-quark QCD the
quarks begin to ontribute to the partition fun tion when  gets lose to M , and
there is no longer an order parameter for de on nement. The de on ning phase
transition terminates at a riti al endpoint.

4.2 The General Nature of the Complex A tion
Problem
When the a tion is omplex the resulting Boltzmann fa tor annot be interpreted
as a probability and hen e standard importan e sampling te hniques fail. When
one uses just the absolute value of the Boltzmann fa tor for importan e sampling
and in ludes its omplex phase in measured observables O, expe tation values
take the form
Z
X
1
hOi = Z D O[℄ exp( S [℄ + h x)
x
P
exp(ihP x Imx )iR :
(4.2.1)
= hOhexp(
ih x Imx )iR
The subs ript R refers to a modi ed ensemble with a real a tion des ribed by the
partition fun tion
Z
X
ZR = D exp( S [℄ + h Re):
(4.2.2)
x

By de nition we have
hexp(ih

X
x

Z
X
X
1
Imx)iR = Z D exp(ih Imx) exp( S [℄ + h Re)
R

=

Z
ZR

 exp(

V (f

x

fR ));

x

(4.2.3)

where f and fR are the free energy densities of the original omplex and the modi ed real a tion systems, respe tively, and V is the spatial volume. Hen e, the
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denominator in eq.(4.2.1) be omes exponentially small as one in reases the volume. The same is true for the numerator, be ause hOi itself is not exponentially
large in V .
Although, in prin iple, simulating the modi ed ensemble is orre t, in pra ti e this method fails for large volumes. The reason is that observables are obtained as ratios of exponentially small numerators and denominators whi h are
themselves averages of quantities of order one. This leads to very severe an ellations and requires an exponentially large statisti s in order to obtain a urate
results. To see this, we estimate the relative statisti al errorPin the determination ofP the average phase of the Boltzmann fa tor exp(ih x Imx). Sin e
hexp(ih x Imx)iR = Z=ZR the average itself is real. When one generates N
statisti ally independent eld on gurations in a Monte Carlo simulation, the
resulting error to signal ratio is given by
q
P
P
P
 exp(ihP x Imx) = hj exp(ih px Imx) hPexp(ih x Imx)iR j2iR
hexp(ih x Imx)iR
N hexp(ih x Imx )iR
q
P
1
h
exp(
ih x Imx )i2R
= pN hexp(ih P Im )i
x R
x
(4.2.4)
 exp(Vp(f fR )) :
N

For large V we have used hexp(ih Px Imx)iR  1 as implied by eq.(4.2.3).
Consequently, in order to obtain an a eptable error to signal ratio one must
generate at least N  exp(2V (f fR )) on gurations. For large volumes this is
impossible in pra ti e.

4.3 Cluster Algorithm for the Potts Model
Let us now outline the ideas that underlie the luster algorithm that we use to
solve the omplex a tion problem. It is based on the original Swendsen-Wang
luster algorithm for the Potts model without hemi al potential. In fa t, in
the limit h = 0 our algorithm redu es to that algorithm. The Swendsen-Wang
luster algorithm de omposes the latti e into independent lusters of onne ted
sites. Ea h spin belongs to exa tly one luster and all spins within a luster
are assigned the same random Z (3) element. In this se tion, we onstru t an
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improved estimator for the h-dependent part exp(h Px x) of the Boltzmann
fa tor by analyti ally averaging it over all on gurations related
to ea h other by
P
luster ips. Although, for an individual on guration exp(h x x) is in general
omplex, its improved estimator is always real and positive and an thus be used
for importan e sampling. This ompletely solves the omplex a tion problem.
Let us rst des ribe the original Swendsen-Wang algorithm for h = 0. In this
method one introdu es variables b = 0; 1 for ea h bond onne ting neighboring
latti e sites x and y = x +^i and one writes the nearest neighbor Boltzmann fa tor
as
X
exp(Æ ; ) = [Æb;1 Æ ; (e 1) + Æb;0℄:
(4.3.1)
b=0;1
In the enlarged on guration spa e of spin and bond variables, the bond variables
impose onstraints between the spin variables. When a bond is put (i.e. when
b = 1), the spin Boltzmann fa tor is Æ ; (e 1) and hen e the spin variables x
and y at the two ends of the bond must be identi al. On the other hand, when
the bond is not put (b = 0), the spin Boltzmann fa tor is 1 and thus the variables
x and y u tuate independently. The spin variables, in turn, determine the
probability to put a bond. When the spins x and y are di erent, the bond
Boltzmann fa tor is Æb;0 and thus the bond is not put. On the other hand,
when x and y are the same, the bond Boltzmann fa tor is [Æb;1 (e 1) + Æb;0℄.
Consequently, a bond between parallel spins is put with probability p = 1 e .
Note that for  = 0 no bonds are put, while for  = 1 parallel spins are always
onne ted by a bond.
The Swendsen-Wang luster algorithm updates bond and spin variables in alternating order. First, for a given spin on guration, bonds are put with probability p between parallel neighboring spins. No bonds are put between non-parallel
spins. Then the spins are updated a ording to the onstraints represented by
the resulting bond on guration. Spins onne ted by bonds must remain parallel,
while spins not onne ted by bonds u tuate independently. Hen e, to update
the spins, one must identify lusters, i.e. sets of spins that are onne ted by
bonds. All spins in a luster are parallel and are assigned the same random Z (3)
element in the spin update. All spins belong to exa tly one luster. It should be
noted that a luster may onsist of a single spin. A on guration onsisting of
NC lusters an be viewed as a member of a sub-ensemble of 3N equally probable on gurations whi h result by assigning Z (3) elements to the various lusters
in all possible ways. As was already pointed out by Swendsen and Wang, one
an onstru t improved estimators for various physi al quantities by averaging
x

y

x

x

y

y

C
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analyti ally over all 3N on gurations in a sub-ensemble. Sin e the number of
lusters is proportional to the volume, this e e tively in reases the statisti s by
a fa tor that is exponentially large in V .
Next, let us onstru t an improved estimator for the h-dependent part exp(h Px x )
of the Boltzmann fa tor. Although for an individual on guration this term is in
general omplex, its average over a sub-ensemble of 3N on gurations is always
real and positive. This results from the following observations. The h-dependent
part of the Boltzmann fa tor is a produ t of luster ontributions
X
Y
X
exp(h x) = exp(h x ):
(4.3.2)
C

C

x

x2C

C

Sin e the lusters are independent, the sub-ensemble average is a produ t
X
Y
X
hexp(h x )i3 = hexp(h x)i3:
(4.3.3)
NC

x

C

x2C

of 3-state averages for the individual lusters
X
X
exp(hjC j)
hexp(h x)i3 = 31
x2C
2Z (3)
p
= 31 [exp(hjC j) + 2 exp( hjC j=2) os( 3hjC j=2)℄
= W (C );
(4.3.4)
whi h de nes a weight W (C ) for ea h luster. We have used the faP t that all spins
x in a given Pluster C take the same value  2 Z (3) so that x2C x = jC j
where jC j = x2C 1 is the luster size. It is easy to show that the expression
in eq.(4.3.4) is always positive and an hen e be used for importan e sampling.
This is ru ial for a omplete solution of the omplex a tion problem.
For a given bond on guration one an integrate out the spin variables and
one obtains Z
Y
Z =
Db (e 1)N 3N W (C )
C
Z
p
Y
= Db (e 1)N [exp(hjC j) + 2 exp( hjC j=2) os( 3hjC j=2)℄:
C
(4.3.5)
Here Nb is the number of bonds that are put (i.e. have b = 1). The fa tor 3N represents the number of allowed spin on gurations for a given bond on guration
b

C

b

C
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and the fa tors W (C ) ome from the improved estimator. The e e tive a tion
for the bond variables depends only on the sizes jC j of the lusters orresponding
to a given bond on guration. Note that the fa tor 1=3 per luster in eq.(4.3.4)
an els against the fa tor 3N .
Our algorithm dire tly updates the partition fun tion of eq.(4.3.5), i.e. it
only operates on the bond variables while the spins are already integrated out
analyti ally. The bond variables that de ne the lusters are updated with a
lo al algorithm. A bond whose value does not a e t the luster sizes is put with
probability p = 1 e . This happens when the two sites at its ends belong to
the same luster be ause they are onne ted indire tly through other bonds. A
bond whose value a e ts the luster sizes is put with a probability that depends
on the sizes of the orresponding lusters. When the bond is not put (b = 0), its
endpoints x and y belong to two di erent lusters C1 and C2 of sizes jC1j and jC2j
and the orresponding Boltzmann weight is 32W (C1)W (C2). On the other hand,
when the bond is put (b = 1), its endpoints belong to the ombined luster C1 [ C2
of size jC1j + jC2j. In that ase, the Boltzmann weight is 3W (C1 [ C2)(e 1).
Hen e, the bond is put with probability
W (C1 [ C2 )(e 1)
q=
(4.3.6)
3W (C )W (C ) + W (C [ C )(e 1) :
C

1

2

1

2

4.4 Improved Estimator for the Polyakov Loop
In order to measure physi al observables, it is ru ial to onstru t improved estimators for them as well. Here we onstru t improved estimators for the Polyakov
loop x , whose expe tation value
hxi = exp( FQ);
(4.4.1)
determines the free energy FQ of a quark. The improved estimator for the
Polyakov loop is given by the sub-ensemble average
X
X
Y
hx exp(h z )i3 = 13
(4.4.2)
 exp(hjCxj) W (C );
z

NC

2Z (3)

C 6=Cx

where Cx is the luster that ontains the point x. Hen e, we obtain
Z
X
Y
hxi = Z (1h) Db 3W 1(C )
 exp(hjCxj)(e 1)N 3N W (C ); (4.4.3)
x 2Z (3)
C
b
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C

i.e. after integrating out the spin variables, the Polyakov loop is represented by
X
x = 3W 1(C )
 exp(hjCxj):
(4.4.4)
x

2Z (3)

4.5 Severity of the Complex A tion Problem
In order to estimate the severity of the omplex a tion problem, we like to determine the expe tation value of the omplex phase of the Boltzmann fa tor in the
modi ed real a tion ensemble
X
(4.5.1)
hexp(ih Imx )iR = ZZ :
R
x
Rather than implementing this dire tly in a simulation that uses the absolute
value of the Boltzmann fa tor for importan e sampling, one an measure ZR=Z
with the Qluster algorithm. In fa t, an improved estimator for this quantity is
given by C WR(C )=W (C ), where
X
WR (C ) = hexp(h
Rex)i3 = 31 [exp(hjC j) + 2 exp( hjC j=2)℄; (4.5.2)
x2C

is the weight that repla es W (C ) in the real a tion ensemble. Alternatively, one
an onstru t a luster algorithm
that simulates the real a tion ensemble. In that
Q
ase, one needs to measure C W (C )=WR(C ) in order to obtain Z=ZR. Indeed,
one nds an exponentially small signal, as expe ted from eq.(4.2.3). It should be
noted that the omplex a tion problem is most severe for intermediate values of
h. While it is obvious that there is no omplex a tion problem at h = 0, it is
perhaps less obvious that there is also no problem for large h. This is be ause
WR (C )
exp(hjC j) + 2 exp( hjC j=p2)
=
(4.5.3)
W (C )
exp(hjC j) + 2 exp( hjC j=2) os( 3hjC j=2)
approa hes 1 in the limit h ! 1 so that hexp(ih Px Imx)R iR = ZR=Z ! 1.

4.6 The Phase Diagram
Figure 1.1 shows the phase diagram of the model de ned by eq.(4.1.11). For
h = 0 our model redu es to the standard 3-d 3-state Potts model whi h has
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been studied extensively in Monte-Carlo simulations. The model is known to
have a weak rst order phase transition. The value of the oupling  where the
phase transition o urs (point T in g. 1) has been determined with very high
pre ision. The phase transition was found to o ur at T = 0:550565(10). Above
this value the Z (3) symmetry is spontaneously broken, i.e. for  > T three
distin t de on ned phases oexist. When we swit h on the parameter h, the
Z (3) symmetry gets expli itly broken. Positive values of h favor the de on ned
phase with a real value of hi. Hen e, the line  > T at h = 0 is a line of rst
order phase transitions whi h annot terminate in the de on nement transition
at the point T . In fa t, T is a triple point be ause two other rst order transition
lines emerge from it. For h > 0 a line of rst order transitions extends into the
(h; )-plane and terminates in a riti al endpoint (E in g. 1). Negative values
of h favor the two de on ned phases with omplex values of hi. Negative h are
unphysi al in the QCD interpretation of the Potts model be ause h represents
exp( (M )) in QCD. Still, the Potts model at h < 0 makes perfe t sense as
a statisti al me hani s system (unrelated to QCD) and it has another rst order
transition line emerging from the point T . Interestingly, with our method the
sign problem an only be solved for h  0 sin e otherwise the improved estimator
of eq.(4.3.4) is not ne essarily positive.
The line of rst order phase transitions ht () is determined by the ondition
that the free energy densities of the on ned and de on ned phases are equal,
i.e. f (ht (); ) = fd(ht (); ). Close to the point T = (0; T ) the free energy
density of the on ned phase is given by
f (h; ) = f ;T + e ;T ( T );
(4.6.1)
where f ;T = f (0; T ) and e ;T = df =d(0; T ) is the energy density of the
on ned phase at the point T . Note that to leading order f (h; ) is independent
of h be ause hi = 0 in the on ned phase at h = 0. On the other hand, for the
de on ned phase one obtains
fd (h; ) = fd;T + ed;T ( T ) hhiT ;
(4.6.2)
where hiT is the value of the Polyakov loop at the point T in the de on ned phase
that is favored at h > 0. Using the ondition f ;T = fd;T for the de on nement
phase transition at h = 0, one nds
ht () =

ed;T

e ;T

h i T ( 
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T ) = a(T

):

(4.6.3)

Our data are onsistent with the transition line ht () being a straight line. Fitting
the values of ht () obtained from a nite size s aling analysis yields a = 0:447(6)
with 2 =d:o:f : = 0:80. Similarly, one an determine the angle at whi h the third
transition line leaves the point T in the dire tion of negative h.

4.7 Con lusions
We have used a luster algorithm to solve the notorious omplex a tion problem in
the Potts model for QCD with heavy quarks at large hemi al potential. In fa t,
a simple analyti onstru tion of an improved estimator leads to an exponential
redu tion of the required statisti s. Sin e the improved estimator is real and positive, importan e sampling te hniques that fail for omplex a tions then be ome
appli able. This has allowed us to study the phase diagram of the Potts model at
non-zero density in great detail. In parti ular, we were able to lo ate the riti al
endpoint of the rst order de on nement phase transition rather pre isely. Our
algorithm belongs to the lass of meron- luster algorithms that has re ently been
used to solve a large variety of sign and omplex a tion problems. Of ourse, the
ultimate goal is to onstru t a similar algorithm for QCD at non-zero hemi al
potential and investigate the phase stru ture of QCD at  6= 0 from rst priniples. The omplex a tion problem in full QCD is more ompli ated than the
one in the Potts model be ause it interferes with a fermion sign problem. So far,
meron- luster algorithms have led to solutions of fermion sign problems as well as
omplex a tion problems, but have not yet solved both problems simultaneously.
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Chapter 5
Fermion Sign Problem and
Meron-Cluster Algorithm

In this hapter we investigate the fermion sign problem in a simple model of
staggered fermions. The meron- luster algorithm is a method that allows us to
ompletely solve the sign problem in this system.

5.1 A Staggered Fermion Model
Let us onsider staggered fermions hopping on a 3-dimensional ubi spatial latti e with L3 sites x (L even) and with anti-periodi spatial boundary onditions.
The fermions are des ribed by reation and annihilation operators +x and x
with standard anti- ommutation relations
f +x ; +y g = f x; y g = 0; f +x ; y g = Æxy :
(5.1.1)
The staggered fermion Hamilton operator takes the form
X
X
H = hx;i + m ( 1)x +x +x +
(5.1.2)
x x;
1

x;i

2

3

x

that is a sum of nearest-neighbor ouplings hx;i and a mass term m . In the
following we work dire tly in the hiral limit, m = 0, and only use as an
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observable. The term hx;i ouples the fermion operators at the latti e sites x and
where ^i is a unit-ve tor in the i-dire tion, and
1
1 )( + ^ 1 ): (5.1.3)
+
hx;i = x;i ( +x x+^i + +
x ) + G( x x
^
x
+
i
2
2 x+^i x+i 2
Here x;1 = 1, x;2 = ( 1)x and x;3 = ( 1)x +x are the standard staggered
fermion sign fa tors, and G is a four-fermion oupling onstant. The system has
a onserved fermion number
X +
N=
(5.1.4)
x x;

x + ^i,

1

1

2

x

be ause [H; N ℄ = 0. Besides the U (1) fermion number symmetry, the model has a
Z (2) hiral symmetry, whi h simply shifts x and +x by one latti e spa ing in all
three dire tions. This hanges the sign of but leaves the m = 0 Hamiltonian
invariant. There are also other Z (2) symmetries whi h orrespond to dis rete
avor transformations.
To onstru t a path integral for the partition fun tion, we de ompose the
Hamilton operator into six terms H = H1 + H2 + ::: + H6, with
X
X
Hi =
hx;i ; Hi+3 =
hx;i :
(5.1.5)
x=(x1 ;x2 ;x3 )

x=(x1 ;x2 ;x3 )

xi even

xi odd

The individual ontributions to a given Hi ommute with ea h other, but two
di erent Hi do not ommute. Using the Suzuki-Trotter formula we express the
fermioni partition fun tion at inverse temperature as
Zf = Tr[exp( H )℄ = lim Tr[exp( H1 ) exp( H2 )::: exp( H6 )℄M : (5.1.6)
M !1
We have introdu ed 6M Eu lidean time sli es with  = =M being the latti e
spa ing in the Eu lidean time dire tion. Following Jordan and Wigner we represent the fermion operators by Pauli matri es
1 3
+
3 3 3
+ =  3  3 ::: 3  + ;
(5.1.7)
x = 1 2 :::l 1 l ; nx = x x = (l + 1);
1 2 l 1 l
x
2
with
1
j
l = (l1  il2 ); [li ; m
℄
=
2
iÆlm ijk lk :
(5.1.8)
2
Here l labels the latti e point x. The Jordan-Wigner representation requires an
ordering of the latti e points. For example, one an label the point x = (x1; x2 ; x3)
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with xi = 0; 1; :::; L 1 by l = 1 + x1 + x2 L + x3 L2 . It should be pointed out
that the Jordan-Wigner representation works in any dimension. In one dimension
the latti e points are, of ourse, naturally ordered, but even in higher dimensions
the physi s is ompletely independent of the arbitrary ordering. We now insert
omplete sets of fermion Fo k states between the fa tors exp( Hi ). Ea h site
is either empty or o upied, i.e. nx has eigenvalue 0 or 1. In the Pauli matrix
representation this orresponds to eigenstates j0i and j1i of l3 with l3j0i = j0i
and l3j1i = j1i. The transfer matrix is a produ t of fa tors
0 exp( G )
0
0
0 1
2
BB
0
osh 2   sinh 2
0 CCC ; (5.1.9)
exp( hx;i) = exp( G
)
B
 sinh 2 osh 2
0 G A
4  0
0
0
0 exp( 2 )
whi h is a 4  4 matrix in the Fo k spa e basis j00i, j01i, j10i and j11i of two
sites x and x + ^i. Here  = x;il3+1 l3+2:::m3 1 in ludes the lo al sign x;i as well
as a non-lo al string of Pauli matri es running over onse utive labels between
l and m, where l labels the latti e point x and m labels x + ^i. Note that  is
diagonal in the o upation number basis.
The partition fun tion is now expressed as a path integral
X
Zf = Sign[n℄ exp( S [n℄);
(5.1.10)
n

over on gurations of o upation numbers n(x; t) = 0; 1 on a (3+1)-dimensional
spa e-time latti e of points (x; t). The Boltzmann fa tor
Y
expf s[n(x; t); n(x + ^1; t); n(x; t + 1); n(x + ^1; t + 1)℄g
exp( S [n℄) =
x=(x1 ;x2 ;x3 )

x1 even;t=6m

Y



expf s[n(x; t); n(x + ^2; t); n(x; t + 1); n(x + ^2; t + 1)℄g

x=(x1 ;x2 ;x3 )

x2 even;t=6m+1

Y



expf s[n(x; t); n(x + ^3; t); n(x; t + 1); n(x + ^3; t + 1)℄g

x=(x1 ;x2 ;x3 )

x3 even;t=6m+2

Y



expf s[n(x; t); n(x + ^1; t); n(x; t + 1); n(x + ^1; t + 1)℄g

x=(x1 ;x2 ;x3 )

x1 odd;t=6m+3)



Y

expf s[n(x; t); n(x + ^2; t); n(x; t + 1); n(x + ^2; t + 1)℄g

x=(x1 ;x2 ;x3 )

x2 odd;t=6m+4
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Y

expf s[n(x; t); n(x + ^3; t); n(x; t + 1); n(x + ^3; t + 1)℄g

x=(x1 ;x2 ;x3 )

x3 odd;t=6m+5

is a produ t of spa e-time plaquette ontributions with

(5.1.11)

exp( s[0; 0; 0; 0℄) = exp( s[1; 1; 1; 1℄) = exp( G
);
2
exp( s[0; 1; 0; 1℄) = exp( s[1; 0; 1; 0℄) = osh 2 ;
(5.1.12)
exp( s[0; 1; 1; 0℄) = exp( s[1; 0; 0; 1℄) = sinh 2 :
All the other Boltzmann weights are zero, whi h implies several onstraints on
allowed on gurations. Note that we have dropped the trivial overall fa tor
exp(G=4) in eq.(5.1.9).
The sign of a on guration, Sign[n℄, also is a produ t of spa e-time plaquette
ontributions sign[n(x; t); n(x + ^i; t); n(x; t + 1); n(x + ^i; t + 1)℄ with
sign[0; 0; 0; 0℄) = sign[0; 1; 0; 1℄) = sign[1; 0; 1; 0℄) = sign[1; 1; 1; 1℄) = 1;
sign[0; 1; 1; 0℄) = sign[1; 0; 0; 1℄) = :
(5.1.13)
It should be noted that  gets ontributions from all latti e points with labels
between l and m. This seems to make an evaluation of the fermion sign rather tedious. Also, it is not a priori obvious that Sign[n℄ is independent of the arbitrarily
hosen order of the latti e points. Fortunately, there is a simple way to ompute
Sign[n℄, whi h is dire tly related to the Pauli ex lusion prin iple and whi h is
manifestly order-independent. In fa t, Sign[n℄ has a topologi al meaning. The
o upied latti e sites de ne fermion world-lines whi h are losed around the Eulidean time dire tion. Of ourse, during their Eu lidean time evolution fermions
an inter hange their positions, and the fermion world-lines de ne a permutation
of parti les. The Pauli prin iple di tates that the fermion sign is just the sign of
that permutation. Sin e we work with anti-periodi spatial boundary onditions,
Sign[n℄ re eives an extra minus-sign for every fermion world-line that rosses a
spatial boundary.
The expe tation value of a fermioni observable O[n℄ is given by
X
hOi = 1 O[n℄Sign[n℄ exp( S [n℄):
(5.1.14)
f

Zf

n
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Quantities of physi al interest are the hiral ondensate

X
[n℄ = 6 ( 1)x +x +x (n(x; t) 12 );
x;t
and the orresponding hiral sus eptibility
1 h( )2i :
=
1

2

3

f

V

(5.1.15)
(5.1.16)

Up to now we have derived a path integral representation for the fermion
system in terms of bosoni o upation numbers and a fermion sign fa tor that
en odes Fermi statisti s. The system without the sign fa tor is bosoni and is
hara terized by the positive Boltzmann fa tor exp( S [n℄). Here the bosoni
model is a quantum spin system with the Hamiltonian
X
(5.1.17)
H = (Sx1 Sx1+^i + Sx2 Sx2+^i + GSx3 Sx3+^i );
x;i

where Sxi = 12 li is a spin 1=2 operator asso iated with the latti e site x that was
labeled by l. The ase G = 1 orresponds to the isotropi anti-ferromagneti
quantum Heisenberg model, G = 0 represents the quantum XY-model, and G =
1 orresponds to an isotropi ferromagnet. In the language of the spin model,
the hiral ondensate turns into the staggered magnetization
X
= 6 ( 1)x +x +x Sx3:
(5.1.18)
1

2

3

x;t

For positive G, for example for the anti-ferromagnet with G = 1, the staggered
magnetization gets a non-zero expe tation value at suÆ iently low temperature,
thus breaking the bosoni analog of hiral symmetry. It will turn out that the
fermion sign does not hange this behavior, and indeed hiral symmetry is spontaneously broken in the fermioni model as well.

5.2 The Meron-Cluster Algorithm
Let us rst disPuss the nature of the fermion sign problem. The fermioni path
integral Zf = n Sign[n℄ exp( S [n℄) in ludes the fermion sign Sign[n℄ = 1 as
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well as a positive Boltzmann fa tor exp( S [n℄) that ontains the a tion S [n℄ of
the orresponding bosoni model with partition fun tion Zb = Pn exp( S [n℄). A
fermioni observable O[n℄ is obtained in a simulation of the bosoni ensemble as
X
Signi :
hOif = Z1 O[n℄Sign[n℄ exp( S [n℄) = hOhSign
(5.2.1)
i
f n
The average sign in the simulated bosoni ensemble is given by
X
hSigni = 1 Sign[n℄ exp( S [n℄) = Zf = exp( V f ):
(5.2.2)
Zb

Zb

n

The last equality points to the heart of the sign problem. The expe tation value of
the sign is exponentially small in both the volume V and the inverse temperature
be ause the di eren e between the free energy densities f = ff fb of the
fermioni and bosoni systems is ne essarily positive.
Even in an ideal simulation of the bosoni ensemble whi h generates N ompletely un orrelated on gurations, the relative statisti al error of the sign is
q
2 i hSigni2
exp(pV f ) :
Sign = hSign
p
=
(5.2.3)
hSigni
N hSigni
N
Here we have used Sign2 = 1. To determine the average sign with suÆ ient
a ura y one needs to generate on the order of N = exp(2 V f ) on gurations.
For large volumes and small temperatures this is impossible in pra ti e. It is
possible to solve one half of the problem if one an mat h any ontribution 1 with
another ontribution 1 to give 0, su h that only a few2 unmat hed ontributions
1 remain. Then e e tively Sign = 0; 1 and hen e Sign = Sign. This redu es the
relative error to
q
i hSigni2 exp( pV f =2)
Sign = hSign
p
=
:
(5.2.4)
hSigni
N 0 hSigni
N0
One gains an exponential fa tor in statisti s, but one still needs to generate N 0 =
p
N = exp( V f ) independent on gurations in order to a urately determine
the average sign. This is be ause one generates exponentially many vanishing
ontributions before one en ounters a ontribution 1. As explained below, in our
luster algorithm an expli it mat hing of ontributions 1 and 1 is a hieved using
an improved estimator. This solves one half of the sign problem. In a se ond
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step involving a Metropolis de ision, our algorithm ensures that ontributions 0
and 1 o ur with similar probabilities. This saves another exponential fa tor in
statisti s and solves the other half of the sign problem.
The meron- luster fermion algorithm is based on a luster algorithm for the
orresponding bosoni model without the sign fa tor. Bosoni quantum spin
systems an be simulated very eÆ iently with the luster algorithms. The These
algorithms an be implemented dire tly in the Eu lidean time ontinuum, i.e.
the Suzuki-Trotter dis retization is not even ne essary. The same is true for the
meron- luster algorithm. Here we dis uss the algorithm for dis rete time. The
idea behind the algorithm is to de ompose a on guration into lusters whi h
an be ipped independently. Ea h latti e site belongs to exa tly one luster.
When the luster is ipped, the o upation number of all the sites on the luster
is hanged from n(x; t) to 1 n(x; t), i.e. a luster ip inter hanges o upied and
empty sites. The de omposition of the latti e into lusters results from onne ting
neighboring sites on ea h individual spa e-time intera tion plaquette following
probabilisti luster rules. A sequen e of onne ted sites de nes a luster. In
this ase the lusters are sets of losed loops. The luster rules are onstru ted
to obey detailed balan e. To show this we rst write the plaquette Boltzmann
fa tors as
exp( s[n(x; t); n(x + ^i; t); n(x; t + 1); n(x + ^i; t + 1)℄) =
AÆn(x;t);n(x;t+1) Æn(x+^i;t);n(x+^i;t+1) + BÆn(x;t);1 n(x+^i;t) Æn(x;t+1);1 n(x+^i;t+1) +
CÆn(x;t);n(x;t+1) Æn(x+^i;t);n(x+^i;t+1) Æn(x;t);1 n(x+^i;t)
+DÆn(x;t);n(x+^i;t+1) Æn(x+^i;t);n(x;t+1) +
EÆn(x;t);n(x;t+1) Æn(x+^i;t);n(x+^i;t+1) Æn(x;t);n(x+^i;t) :

(5.2.5)
The various Æ-fun tions spe ify whi h sites are onne ted and thus belong to the
same luster. The quantities A; B; :::; E determine the relative probabilities for
di erent luster break-ups of an intera tion plaquette. We only allow break-ups
whi h generate legal on gurations under luster ips. For example, A determines the probability with whi h sites are onne ted with their time-like neighbors, while B and D determine the probabilities for onne tions with spa e-like
or diagonal neighbors, respe tively. The quantities C and E determine the probabilities to put all four sites of a plaquette into the same luster. This is possible
for plaquette on gurations [0; 1; 0; 1℄ or [1; 0; 1; 0℄ with a probability proportional
to C and for on gurations [0; 0; 0; 0℄ or [1; 1; 1; 1℄ with a probability proportional
to E .
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Inserting the expressions from eq.(5.1.12) one nds
exp( s[0; 0; 0; 0℄) = exp( s[1; 1; 1; 1℄) = exp( G
) = A + D + E;
2
exp( s[0; 1; 0; 1℄) = exp( s[1; 0; 1; 0℄) = osh 2 = A + B + C;
(5.2.6)
exp( s[0; 1; 1; 0℄) = exp( s[1; 0; 0; 1℄) = sinh 2 = B + D:
For example, the probability to onne t the sites with their time-like neighbors
on a plaquette with on guration [0; 0; 0; 0℄ or [1; 1; 1; 1℄ is A=(A + D + E ), while
the probability for a onne tion with their diagonal neighbor is D=(A + D +
E ). All sites on su h a plaquette are put into the same luster with probability
E=(A + D + E ). Similarly, the probability for onne ting spa e-like neighbors
on a plaquette with on guration [0; 1; 1; 0℄ or [1; 0; 0; 1℄ is B=(B + D) and the
probability for diagonal onne tions is D=(B + D).
Eq.(5.2.5) an be viewed as a representation of the original model as a random luster model. The luster algorithm operates in two steps. First, a luster
break-up is hosen for ea h spa e-time intera tion plaquette a ording to the
above probabilities. This e e tively repla es the original Boltzmann weight of a
plaquette on guration with a set of onstraints represented by the Æ-fun tions
asso iated with the hosen break-up. The onstraints imply that o upation
numbers of onne ted sites an only be hanged together. In the se ond step
of the algorithm every luster is ipped with probability 1=2. When a luster is
ipped the o upation numbers of all sites that belong to the luster are hanged.
Eq.(5.2.6) ensures that the luster algorithm obeys detailed balan e. To determine A; B; :::; E we distinguish three ases. For G  1 we solve eq.(5.2.6) by
G



G
)
; B = sinh ; C = exp( ) exp(
2
2
2
2 ); D = E = 0: (5.2.7)
For 1  G  1 we use
G

1 
G
1
)
+
exp(
)℄
; B = [exp( ) exp(
A = [exp(
2
2
2
2 2
2 )℄; C = 0;
G

1
)
exp(
(5.2.8)
D = [exp(
2
2
2 )℄; E = 0;
and, nally, for G  1
A = exp(

A=


osh 2 ; B = C = 0; D = sinh 2 ; E = exp( G
)
exp(
2
2 ):
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(5.2.9)

As an example, let us onsider the anti-ferromagneti quantum Heisenberg model,
i.e. G = 1, and hen e


(5.2.10)
A = exp( ); B = sinh ; C = D = E = 0:
2
2

Thus, on plaquette on gurations [0; 0; 0; 0℄ or [1; 1; 1; 1℄ one always hooses timelike onne tions between sites, and for on gurations [0; 1; 1; 0℄ or [1; 0; 0; 1℄ one
always hooses spa e-like onne tions. For on gurations [0; 1; 0; 1℄ or [1; 0; 1; 0℄
one hooses time-like onne tions with probability p = A=(A + B ) = 2=[1 +
exp(G=2)℄ and spa e-like onne tions with probability 1 p = B=(A + B ). This
algorithm is extremely eÆ ient and has almost no dete table auto- orrelations,
and its dynami al exponent for riti al slowing down is ompatible with zero, i.e.
z  0. Later it will be important that diagonal onne tions are never hosen for
G  1.
Let us now onsider the e e t of a luster ip on the fermion sign. It is
obvious that the ip of a luster either leads to a sign hange or it leaves the sign
un hanged. In general, the e e t of the ip of a spe i luster on the fermion
sign depends on the orientation of the other lusters. For example, a luster
whose ip does not hange the sign now, may very well hange the sign after
other lusters have been ipped. In other words, the lusters a e t ea h other in
their e e t on the fermion sign. This makes it very diÆ ult to understand the
e e t of the various luster ips on the topology of the fermion world-lines and
thus on Sign[n℄. As a onsequen e, for the most general model des ribed above,
we don't know how to solve the fermion sign problem. However, there are lusters
whose e e t on Sign[n℄ is independent of the orientation of all the other lusters.
Spe i ally, these are those lusters that do not ontain any diagonal break-ups.
To ensure that no lusters ontain su h break-ups we limit ourselves to models
whi h have D = 0. A ording to eq.(5.2.7) this is the ase for G  1.
On e we forbid diagonal luster break-ups, i.e. when D = 0, the lusters have
a remarkable property with far rea hing onsequen es: ea h luster an then be
hara terized by its e e t on the fermion sign independent of the orientation of
all the other lusters. We refer to lusters whose ip hanges Sign[n℄ as merons,
while lusters whose ip leaves Sign[n℄ un hanged are alled non-merons. The ip
of a meron- luster permutes the fermions and hanges the topology of the fermion
world-lines. The term meron has been used before to denote half-instantons. For
example, the meron- lusters in the algorithm for the 2-d O(3) model at nonzero va uum angle  are indeed half-instantons. The number of merons in a
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on guration is always even. This follows when one onsiders ipping all lusters,
and thus hanging the o upation of all latti e sites, whi h leaves the fermion sign
un hanged. If the number of merons would be odd, ipping all lusters would
hange the fermion sign, whi h implies that the number of merons must be even.
The meron on ept alone allows us to gain an exponential fa tor in statisti s.
Sin e all lusters an be ipped independently, one an onstru t an improved
estimator for Sign[n℄ by averaging analyti ally over the 2N on gurations obtained by ipping the NC lusters in the on guration in all possible ways. For
on gurations that ontain merons the average Sign[n℄ is zero be ause ipping a
single meron leads to a an ellation of ontributions 1. Hen e, only the on gurations without merons ontribute to Sign[n℄. The vast majority of on gurations
ontains merons and now ontributes an exa t 0 to Sign[n℄ instead of a statistial average of ontributions 1. In this way the improved estimator leads to an
exponential gain in statisti s.
Still, as it stands it is not guaranteed that the ontributions from the zeromeron se tor will always be positive. With no merons in the on guration it
is lear that the fermion sign remains un hanged under luster ip, but one
ould still have Sign[n℄ = 1. Fortunately, there is a way to guarantee that
Sign[n℄ = 1 in the zero-meron se tor. In that ase the ontributions to Sign[n℄
are 0 from on gurations ontaining meron- lusters and 1 from on gurations
without merons. A ording to the previous dis ussion, this solves one half of the
fermion sign problem. Let us des ribe how one an make sure that a on guration
without merons always has Sign[n℄ = 1. This is possible when one does not allow
the luster break-ups hara terized by the amplitudes D and E in eq.(5.2.5). This
again limits us to models with G  1, for whi h we have D = E = 0 a ording to
eq.(5.2.7). The remaining luster break-ups with amplitudes A; B; C have a very
important property. They guarantee that sites inside a luster obey a pattern of
staggered o upation, i.e. either the even sites (with x1 + x2 + x3 even) within
the luster are all o upied and the odd sites are all empty, or the even sites are
all empty and the odd sites are all o upied. This guarantees that the lusters
an be ipped su h that one rea hes the totally staggered on guration in whi h
at all times all even sites are o upied and all odd sites are empty. In this halfo upied on guration all fermions are stati , no fermions are permuted during
the Eu lidean time evolution, and thus Sign[n℄ = 1. Sin e any on guration an
be turned into the totally staggered on guration by appropriate luster ips, this
is parti ularly true for on gurations without merons. Sin e the totally staggered
on guration has Sign[n℄ = 1 and the fermion sign remains un hanged when a
C
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non-meron- luster is ipped, all on gurations without merons have Sign[n℄ = 1.
Instead of a sequen e of 1 for Sign[n℄, we now have ontributions 0 and 1. As
dis ussed before, this only solves one half of the fermion sign problem. Before we
an solve the other half of the problem we must dis uss improved estimators for
the physi al observables.
Let us onsider an improved estimator for ( [n℄)2Sign[n℄ whi h is needed
to determine the hiral sus eptibility . The totalPhiral ondensate, [n℄ =
P
x +x +x (n(x; t)
C , is a sum of luster ontributions,
C =  (x;t)2C ( 1)
C
1 ). When a luster is ipped, its ondensate ontribution hanges sign. In a on2
guration without merons, where Sign[n℄ = 1 for all relative luster ips, the
average of ( [n℄)2Sign[n℄ over all 2N on gurations is PC j C j2. For on gurations with two merons the average is 2j C jj C j where C1and C2 are the
two meron- lusters. Con gurations with more than two merons do not ontribute
to ( [n℄)2 Sign[n℄. The improved estimator for the sus eptibility is hen e given
by
P j j 2 Æ + 2j
h
C N;0
C jj
C jÆN;2 i
;
(5.2.11)
= C
V hÆN;0 i
where N is the number of meron- lusters in a on guration. Thus, to determine
 one must sample the zero and two-meron se tors.
The probability to nd a on guration without merons is exponentially small
in the spa e-time volume sin e it is equal to hSigni. Thus, although we have
in reased the statisti s tremendously with the improved estimators, without a
se ond step one would still need an exponentially large statisti s to a urately
determine . Fortunately, the numerator in equation (5.2.11) re eives ontributions from the zero- and two-meron se tors only, while the denominator gets
ontributions only from the zero-meron se tor. One an hen e restri t oneself
to the zero- and two-meron se tors and never generate on gurations with more
than two merons. This enhan es both the numerator and the denominator by a
fa tor that is exponentially large in the volume, but leaves the ratio of the two
invariant. One purpose of the se ond step of the meron luster algorithm is to
eliminate all on gurations with more than two merons. To a hieve this, we start
with an initial on guration with zero or two merons. For example, a ompletely
o upied on guration has no merons. We then visit all plaquette intera tions
one after the other and hoose new pair onne tions between the four sites a ording to the above luster rules. If the new onne tion in reases the number
of merons beyond two, it is not a epted and the old onne tion is kept for that
1

C

1

2

1
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2
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plaquette. This pro edure obeys detailed balan e be ause on gurations with
more than two merons do not ontribute to the observable we onsider. This
simple reje t step eliminates almost all on gurations with weight 0 and is the
essential step to solve the other half of the fermion sign problem.
Assuming a dilute gas of meron and non-meron- lusters of typi al spa e-time
volume jC j one nds a ratio p(0)=p(2) / (jC j=V )2 of the probabilities p(0) and
p(2) to have zero or two merons. Hen e, as long as the luster size does not grow
with the spa e-time volume, most on gurations would have two merons and
therefore would still have weight 0. Without further improvements, one would
still need statisti s quadrati (but no longer exponential) in the spa e-time volume to get an a urate average sign. The remaining problem an be solved with a
re-weighting te hnique. To enhan e the zero-meron on gurations in a ontrolled
way, we introdu e trial probabilities pt(0) and pt (2) whi h determine the relative
weight of the zero and two-meron se tor. The trial distribution pt(N ) for N > 2
is set to in nity. The distribution pt (N ) is used in a Metropolis a ept-reje t step
for the newly proposed pair onne tion on a spe i plaquette intera tion. A new
pair onne tion that hanges the meron number from N to N 0 is a epted with
probability p = min[1; pt(N )=pt (N 0 )℄. In parti ular, on gurations with N 0 > 2
are never generated be ause then pt(N 0 ) = 1 and p = 0. After visiting all plaquette intera tions, ea h luster is ipped with probability 1=2 whi h ompletes one
update sweep. After re-weighting, the zero and two-meron on gurations appear
with similar probabilities. This ompletes the se ond step in our solution of the
fermion sign problem. The re-weighting of the zero and two-meron on gurations
is taken into a ount in the nal expression for the sus eptibility as
P j j2Æ p (0) + 2j
h
C
N;0 t
C jj
C jÆN;2 pt (2)i
= C
:
(5.2.12)
V hÆN;0 pt (0)i
The optimal ratio pt(0)=pt(2), whi h minimizes the statisti al error of , an be
estimated by gradually in reasing the volume and the inverse temperature to
their desired values.
1

2

5.3 Numeri al Results
Figure 5.1 shows the hiral sus eptibility  as a fun tion of for various spatial
sizes L. At high temperatures (small )  is almost independent of the volume,
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indi ating that hiral symmetry is unbroken. On the other hand, at low temperatures hi in reases with the volume, whi h implies that hiral symmetry is
spontaneously broken.
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Figure 5.1: The hiral sus eptibility  as a fun tion of the inverse temperature
for various spatial sizes L = 4; 6; 8; 10.
To study the riti al behavior in detail, we have performed a nite-size s aling
analysis for  fo using on a narrow range 2 [0:9; 1:0℄ around the riti al point,
whi h turns out to be at = 0:948(2). Sin e a Z (2) hiral symmetry gets
spontaneously broken at a nite temperature in this (3 + 1)-dimensional model,
one expe ts to nd the riti al behavior of the 3-d Ising model. The orresponding
nite-size s aling formula is
(L; ) = a( ) + b((
)L1= )L = ;
a( ) = a0 + a1 (
) + :::;
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b(

) = b0 + b1 (
)L1= + b2 (
)2L2= + :::
(5.3.1)
For the 3-d Ising model the riti al exponents are given by  = 0:630(1) and
= = 1:963(3). Fitting our data, we nd  = 0:69(2) and = = 1:98(2), whi h
indi ates that the hiral transition of the staggered fermion model is indeed in
the 3-d Ising universality lass. The t gives = 0:948(3). In gure 5.2 we have
taken the values of the riti al exponents from the 3-d Ising model, and we have
plotted =L = as a fun tion of (
)L1= . We have varied the value of and
found that indeed all data an be ollapsed on one universal urve. The resulting
riti al inverse temperature is = 0:948(3) in agreement with the previous t.
At the estimated value of , we have performed simulations on larger spatial
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Figure 5.2: Finite-size s aling behavior of the hiral sus eptibility . Data for
various spatial sizes L = 4; 6; 8; 10 fall on one universal urve.
volumes up to 163. The results for  are shown in gure 5.3 together with a t
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that gives an independent estimate of = = 1:98(1). All of this supports the
laim that the hiral transition in our model is Ising-like.
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Figure 5.3: Finite-size s aling behavior of the hiral sus eptibility  as a fun tion
of the spatial size L at the riti al inverse temperature . A t of the volumedependen e gives the riti al exponent = = 1:98(1) of the 3-d Ising model.
It should be pointed out that the staggered fermion model su ers from a very
severe sign problem. For example, an extrapolation from smaller volumes gives
the rough estimate hSigni  10 50 for the 163 latti e. Hen e, to a hieve a similar
a ura y without the meron- luster algorithm one would have to in rease the
statisti s by a fa tor 10100, whi h is obviously impossible. In fa t, at present
there is no other method that an simulate this model.
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5.4 Con lusions
We have applied a new fermion simulation te hnique | the meron- luster algorithm | to a model of staggered fermions. In ontrast to standard methods
whi h integrate out the fermions and are left with a non-lo al bosoni a tion,
we des ribe the fermions in a Fo k state o upation number basis and thus keep
a lo al bosoni a tion. Still, the fermion permutation sign arises due the Pauli
ex lusion prin iple as a non-lo al fa tor asso iated with non-trivial topology of
the fermion world-lines. The sign results in severe an ellations whi h makes
standard simulation te hniques impossible to use. The de omposition of a onguration into lusters allows us to disentangle the ompli ated topology of the
fermion world-lines. In parti ular, ipping a meron- luster leads to a permutation
of fermions and thus to an expli it an ellation of two ontributions 1 to the
path integral, su h that only the zero-meron se tor ontributes to the partition
fun tion. Observables like the hiral sus eptibility  re eive ontributions only
from the zero- and two-meron se tors. To measure  one an hen e eliminate
all se tors with more than two merons, whi h leads to an exponential gain in
statisti s and to a omplete solution of the fermion sign problem.
The meron- luster algorithm allowed us to simulate a staggered fermion model
whi h su ers from a severe sign problem. The model has two avors and a Z (2)
hiral symmetry whi h is spontaneously broken at low temperatures. Applying
nite-size s aling methods to the high-pre ision numeri al data for the hiral
sus eptibility, we extra ted riti al exponents ompatible with those of the 3-d
Ising model. This is the expe ted behavior based on universality arguments. It
would be interesting to apply our method to (2+1) dimensions. In the N = 4
avor ase was studied it was veri ed that the model is in the 2-d Ising universality
lass. The standard fermion algorithm that was used in that study does not work
for N < 4 due to the fermion sign problem. On the other hand, the meronluster algorithm solves the fermion sign problem and an be used to explore
those models.
Even in ases without a sign problem, the meron- luster algorithm is more
eÆ ient than standard fermion simulation methods. Unfortunately, the meronluster algorithm is not universally appli able. For example, the meron on ept
applies only when the lusters are independent in their e e t on the fermion sign.
In addition, it must always be possible to ip the lusters su h that one rea hes
a referen e on guration with a positive sign. Otherwise, some ontributions
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from the zero-meron se tor ould be negative. For example, in our model these
restri tions led to G  1, i.e. to a suÆ iently strong four-fermion oupling. We
have not attempted to take the ontinuum limit of the latti e theory. Instead, we
have studied the hiral phase transition at a nite latti e spa ing orresponding to
G = 1. The restri tion G  1 would prevents us from approa hing the ontinuum
limit if it orresponds to G < 1. It should be pointed out that we an study the
universal behavior of the hiral transition without taking the ontinuum limit. Of
ourse, it is not ex luded that appropriate modi ations of the algorithm might
allow us to work at G < 1.
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Chapter 6
Exer ises

The purpose of these exer ises is to learn the Monte Carlo method using the Ising
model as a simple physi al system of lassi al statisti al me hani s. To a hieve
our goal it is indispensable that one develops and debugs Monte Carlo routines
on his or her own. Here are some exer ises that des ribe a useful way to pro eed.

6.1 Metropolis Algorithm for the 1-d Ising Model
The purpose of the rst exer ise is to develop a Metropolis Monte Carlo ode for
the 1-d Ising model. It would be useful to have a MAIN program from whi h
appropriate subroutines are alled. In the MAIN program one ould de ne a
eld (e.g. SPIN(N)) that ontains the spin value for ea h latti e point N. It is
also useful to de ne elds that ontain the left and right neighbors of a given
latti e point (e.g. ILEFT(N) and IRIGHT(N)). In this way periodi boundary
onditions are easily implemented.
The MAIN program should all a subroutine START whi h sets an initial
spin on guration. In prin iple, it does not matter whi h initial on guration
one pi ks. However, it will be a good he k of the pro edure that the nal
answers should be statisti ally independent of the initial on guration. Hen e,
it would be useful to allow for di erent initial on gurations, e.g. a ompletely
ordered one with all spins parallel, or a random one. In order to assign a random
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value to an Ising spin, one an put it to 1 if a random number is larger than 1=2
and to 1 otherwise.
The program should then ontain a subroutine METROPOLIS in whi h one
Metropolis sweep through the latti e is performed. In one sweep ea h spin is subje ted to one Metropolis update, i.e. its neighbors are examined and the hange
of the energy under spin ip is al ulated. Then the spin is ipped or not, a ording to the rules of the Metropolis algorithm. If the spin should be ipped
with probability p, one an pi k a random number x and ip the spin if x < p.
There ould also be a subroutine MAGNETIZATION whi h measures the
magnetization of a given on guration. This value is then used in the omputation of the sus eptibility. An even more eÆ ient method is to keep tra k of the
magnetization after ea h individual spin update.
An important part of ea h Monte Carlo routine is the error analysis. When
the Monte Carlo data are written into a le, the error analysis an be performed
with a separate program.
Finally, we like to ompare the results of our Monte Carlo simulation with the
exa t analyti results. For this purpose we need a separate routine that evaluates
the exa t result numeri ally. One an then ompare Monte Carlo and analyti
results and de ide if they agree within the statisti al errors. At rst they will
usually not and one must start the sometimes painful pro ess of debugging the
ode.

6.2 Metropolis Algorithm for the 2-d Ising Model
The Monte Carlo program for the 2-d Ising model an be based on the one for
the 1-d model and requires only minor modi ations. In parti ular, the neighbor
lists must be modi ed and the hange of the energy under spin ip must take
into a ount the intera tions of a spin with all four neighbors.
One an now measure the sus eptibility and show that it peaks near the analyti ally known riti al temperature. It is also useful to monitor the statisti al
errors as one approa hes the riti al temperature. One will then see that the
Metropolis algorithm be omes rather ineÆ ient. It su ers from riti al slowing
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down, i.e. the number of sweeps between statisti ally independent spin on gurations in reases dramati ally when one approa hes riti ality. This ineÆ ien y of
the Metropolis algorithm near the riti al point is a good motivation for moving
on to the mu h more eÆ ient Swendsen-Wang and Wol luster algorithms.

6.3 Swendsen-Wang Cluster Algorithm for the
Ising Model
The next exer ise is to onstru t a program for the Swendsen-Wang luster algorithm both for the 1-d and the 2-d Ising model. The Swendsen-Wang algorithm
is a multi- luster algorithm, i.e. all lusters in a on guration are identi ed and
then ipped with 50 per ent probability. One an use ertain elements of the
Metropolis ode. For example, the spin on guration and the neighbor relations
an be stored in the same way. In addition, we now also need to store the bond
on guration. Also one may want to introdu e a mark for ea h spin whi h denotes the number of the luster to whi h it belongs. The start on guration an
be generated as before.
In the Swendsen-Wang algorithm one rst goes through all bonds sequentially.
Based on the spins at the two ends of a bond, one de ides if the bond is a tivated
or not. Antiparallel spins are never onne ted by an a tivated bond, while parallel
spins are onne ted with the appropriate probability. After all bonds have been
a tivated or dea tivated, one identi es the lusters. For this purpose one starts
with a given spin site and puts it as the rst member of a luster list. One
also marks this site with the number of the orresponding luster. Then one
examines all the bonds onne ted to the sele ted site. If a bond is a tivated, the
orresponding neighboring spin site is in luded in the list of luster members. Also
the orresponding site is marked with the number of the orresponding luster. In
this way one an ensure that a site is not put on the luster list more than on e.
One now moves on to the next member on the list and examines its neighbors
until all members of the luster have been identi ed. Then the luster size is
re orded in order to onstru t the improved estimator for the sus eptibility, and
all spins on the luster are ipped with 50 per ent probability. On e all lusters
in the on guration have been identi ed and have eventually been ipped, a new
bond on guration is generated and the pro edure is repeated.
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The luster algorithm an again be he ked against the exa t results in one dimension. On e the ode is debugged, it an be applied to the 2-d Ising model near
riti ality. Again one an determine the auto orrelation time as one approa hes
the riti al temperature. It will then be ome lear that the luster algorithm is
mu h more eÆ ient than the Metropolis algorithm.

6.4 Wol Single-Cluster Algorithm for the Ising
Model
The Wol luster algorithm is a single- luster algorithm, i.e. only a single luster is
onstru ted for ea h on guration, but it is ipped with 100 per ent probability.
In this ase, it would be ineÆ ient to a tivate or dea tivate all bonds in the
on guration. Instead one de ides if a bond is a tivated only when one asks if
the orresponding neighbor is a member of the luster. One still must remember
if a bond has already been a tivated or not, in ase this bond is visited a se ond
time. On e all spins of the luster have been identi ed, they are ipped with 100
per ent probability. Alternatively, the spins an already be ipped immediately
after they have been identi ed as luster members. Again, the luster size is
re orded in order to identify the improved estimator for the sus eptibility.
It should be noted that the on ept of a sweep is a bit subtle for the Wol
luster algorithm. In that ase, depending on the luster size, one should de ne
a sweep as the number of luster ips after whi h on average the total number of
spins in the latti e has been ipped on e.

6.5 Swendsen-Wang Cluster Algorithm for the
Potts Model
In this exer ise, a multi- luster algorithm is onstru ted for the Potts model.
Instead of the two states for the Ising model, a Potts spin an exist in N di erent
states. As before, all spins in a luster have the same value and are ipped
together. In this ase, one of the other N 1 values is sele ted at random. The
probability for putting a bond between like spins is again determined by the
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requirement of detailed balan e. It is straightforward to operate the algorithm
also in the Wol single- luster version.

6.6 Severity of the Complex A tion Problem
In order to appre iate the exponential severity of the omplex a tion problem in
the Potts model for dense QCD, this exer ise onsists of the measurement of the
omplex part of the Boltzmann fa tor as an observable. In parti ular, one should
onvin e oneself that the signal degrades exponentially ompared to the noise as
one in reases the volume. This study an be performed, for example, with the
multi- luster algorithm. One may also attempt to measure the expe tation value
of the Polyakov loop for non-zero hemi al potential . In pra ti e this will be
possible only for small  or for small volume be ause the signal to noise ratio is
again exponentially small.

6.7 Cluster Algorithm for the Potts Model at
Non-zero 
In the nal exer ise the hemi al potential shall be in luded in the Potts model.
The multi- luster algorithm is then turned into a meron- luster algorithm whi h is
based on the improved estimator for the omplex part of the Boltzmann weight.
Ea h on guration then has a weight that depends on the luster sizes. The
luster bonds are updated sequentially respe ting those weights. In parti ular,
one must ask if it is a eptable to glue two di erent luster together or to separate
one luster into two pie es. This de ision is made in a Metropolis step. At the
end, one may now onvin e oneself that the omplex a tion problem is indeed
solved in this way.
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